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In Nineteenth-Century Pennsylvania1 
By ROBERT D . BETHKE 
I ntroduction 
Ca pital crimes a nd public hangings a roused consider-
able interest in ea rl y Pennsylvania and, as was the case 
in England and Scotland and to a Icsser extent in 
Ireland ' thcse incidents occasioned the publication of , 
scores of ephemera l broadsides and chapbooks recount-
ina the scnsa tiona l details of crimes a nd the events 
b 
following them. The term chapbook refers to inexpen-
sivc paper-covered books, roughly 4" by 8" in size and 
ranging from 8 to 32 pages or more in length, which 
were once hawked by itinerant peddlers or sold from 
roadside stalls.' The Anglo-American chapbook was an 
outgrowth of the single-shee t British broadside and it 
is analogous to the V olksbuch of Continental Europe. 
Thc oinage 'ga llows-literature' designates those broad-
side or chapbook publications which gave a whole or 
parti al narrative or descriptive accounting of the life, 
trial, confession, a nd execution of criminals convicted 
of capital crimes a nd sentenced to be hanged. Chap-
book ga llows-literature is most easily identified by the 
stark bold-face type which, together with a woodcut 
or engraving depicting ga llows, coffins, or some other 
appropria te iconographic portrayal, announced the con-
tents of the publication. The size and length of chap-
books varied accord ing to their subject matter, place 
'An ex tremely valuable aid in locating Pennsylvania chap-
book gallows-litera ture has been Thomas M. M cD ade's Th e 
Annals of Murd er: A Bibl iography of Books and Pamphlets 
on A merican M urders fr om Colonial Times to 1900 (lorman , 
Oklahoma, 196 1). The rare book collections o f the Histo,:i cal 
Society of Pennsylva nia, the New York HIstOrIcal SocIety, 
a nd the Biddle L aw Libra ry of the University of Pennsylvama 
contai n ma terials which are avai lable for examinatio n. Other 
helpful resources have included the general holdings of the 
Phil ad elphia Free Library, the Paley LIbra ry a.t T .emple 
Univers ity and the Van Pelt Library of the Umverslty of 
Pennsylva~ i a . I owe a special debt of grat itude to Professor 
K enneth S. Goldstein for access to secondary sources on broad-
sides and chapbook literature in his ex tensive p ersonal library. 
Professor Don Yoder brought to my attention several chap-
books in his collec tion of Pennsylvania folk-cultural documents. 
Finall y, I would like to tha nk J ohn W a rd Willson. L o?se, ' 
Editor and Secretary of the L ancas ter County HIstOrIcal 
Society, who lent me his personal copy of Negley K . T eeters' 
Scaffold and Chair: A Compilation of Th eir U se in Pennsylva-
nia 1682 -1 962 ( Phil adelphia, 1963) . The latter publication, 
sponsored by the Pennsylvania Prison Society, is indispensable 
for research in Pennsylvania penal history. 
' Weiss notes that, " In comparison with English and Sco ttish 
chapbooks, Irish chapbooks a re scarce and little seems to be 
recorded about them" (p. 7). See T ed Peterson, " British 
C ri me Pamphleteers: Forgotten J ournalists," Journalism Quar-
terl)" XXII (1945 ), pp. 305-3 16. 
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of ongm, and the rcsources of the press or presses at 
which thcy were printcd. Pennsylva nia chapbooks pub-
lished a ftcr 1850, for example, usually exceeded 32 
pages in length due to the expansion of bulk paper 
supplies a nd rapid advances in cheap printing in the 
Commonwcalth during the la tter half of the 19th 
Century. Major English chapbook printers like the 
Catnach Press, by comparison, seem to have consistent-
ly limited the length of their editions in order to facil-
ita te large-scale production and circulation.' 
Post-Reformation journalistic printing practices in 
conj unction with decp-sea ted Christian religious sen-
timent and the ever-present factor of human curiosity 
in m atters relating to sensational crimes and criminals 
combined to give rise to chapbook gallows-literature 
in the British I sles in the late 17th and early 18th 
Centuries. The chapbook was a major element of the 
trade in popular street literatu re which enjoyed its hey-
day on both sides of the Atlantic in the 18th and 19th 
Centuries. Large numbers of secular chapbooks were 
imported into the colonies from the British I sles from 
about 1725 to 1825.' N ative American chapbooks mod-
' A d ist inction is sometimes made for classification purposes 
betweell the chapb ook, as defined here, and the pamphlet. 
The la tter category usuall y includes those chapbooks of more 
tha n 24 pages. This distinction is based on the fact that 
chapbooks prin ted in the British I sles in the late 17th and 
ea rl y 18th Centuries were often in 8vo form , that is, a broad-
side sheet fold ed into eigh t leaves making a book of sixteen 
pages. The leaves were cut and sewn together between coarse 
paper covers. A grea t ma ny la ter chapbooks were 12mo, or 
a shee t fold ed into twelve leaves making a book of 24 pages 
[see Vi ctor E . euburg, Chapb oo ks; a bibliography of refer-
ences to English and American Chapbook Literature of the 
eightheenth and nineteenth centuries (London, 1964 ) , p . 1.] 
If consistentl y maintained, the distinction between the chap-
book and the pamphlet is highly artificial in light of the form 
and contents of nat ive American materials. The classification 
may also prove co nfusing for the reader unaccustomed to 
bibliophilic te rminology. H ence, chapbook will be used through-
out this article as a cover term for all those printed forms 
which otherwise conform with the tradition in popular print-
ing d escribed in the Introduction . I have limited my cov-
erage to English-language ( non-dialect) chapbooks published 
in Pennsylvania a nd dealing with crimes committed within 
the Commonwealth . 
'See Charles Hind ley, Th e L ife and Times of Jam es Cat-
nach ( L ate of Seven D ials), Ballad M on ger (L ondon, 1878 ), 
a nd the compa nion volume by the same author, Th e History 
of t he Catnach Press . .. (L ondon, 1887 ). For an historical 
accou nt, see Ted Peterson, "James Catnach: M aster of Street 
Litera ture," J ournalism Quarterly, XXVII ( 1950 ) , pp . 157-
163. 
, euburg, p . 3 1. 
Historical Society of Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia was the major centre for the publication 
of Pennsylvania's extensive "gallows-literature" . This 
example is the Confession of William Gross, con-
victed of mut'der in Philadelphia in 1823. 
eled on their British counterparts began to appear about 
the time of the R evolution and were still being pub-
lished in the 1870's: although there was never a "chap-
book era" in America to rival that in the British Isles 
from about 1700 to 1850.' 
By the 1890's, gallows-literature was already a phe-
nomenon well past its peak in Pennsylvania, a tradition 
"Harry B. Weiss, A Book About Chapbooks: Th e People's 
Literature of Bygo ne T imes (reprint edition, H atboro, Penn-
sylvania, 1969 ), p. 127. Weiss' book, first published in a 
limited edition of 100 copies in 1942 and recen tly re-issued, 
is still the best available introduction to Anglo-American 
chapbook li terature. 
'Weiss, p. 124. The best introduction to the street trade 
of 19th Century British gallows-literature is H enry May-
hew's two-volume classic, L ondon Lab our and the L ondon 
Poor (London, 1851 ). Examples of British broadside gallows-
literature appear in Charles Hindley's Curiosities of Street 
Literature (London, 1871 ). For additional background on 
chapbooks, see J ohn Ashton, Chap-Books of the Eighteenth 
Century (London, 1882 ); and William Harvey, Scottish Chap-
book Literature ( Paisley, 1903 ). 
In cheap printing gradually superseded and finally re-
placed altogether by successful newspapers and mag-
azines which could devote extensive column space to 
criminal reporting. Today, public executions are a 
thing of the past (in Pennsylvania, at least), and we 
learn about crimes of violence and the prosecution of 
criminals most readily via greatly expanded channels 
of printed and audio-visual mass media. In this day 
and age peddlers no longer hawk gallows-literature 
in the backstreets of Philadelphia or at hanging sites 
throughout the Commonwealth. But sensational news 
tabloids are sti ll very much a part of the urban and 
rural scene both here and in Britain.· And, although 
the didactic Christian ethic which once permeated 
gallows-literature and gave it an unmistakably hom-
iletic quality is seldom overt in today's popular dailies, 
the spirit of former times persists nevertheless between 
the lines. 
It is well to take stock of changes in the popular 
literature dealing with crime and criminals. From one 
vantage point, the literature of crime is a valuable 
documentary source for research in the social history 
of early Pennsylvania penology. In add ition, viewed 
from the perspective of folklife studies, the chapbook 
gallows-literature of early Pennsylvan ia provides an 
index for gauging, a t both the folk-cultural and pop-
ular levels, changing journalistic practices and religious 
attitudes in an area of social concern which has always 
had a direct bearing upon American regional culture. 
P UBLIC E XECUTIO NS IN EARLY P ENNSYLVA N IA 
The rise and popularity of gallows-literature in early 
Pennsylvania, as throughout the northern colonies and 
in Great Britain, was closely tied to the spectacle of 
public executions and the tenor of the socio-religious 
milieu of which they were a part. Public executions 
were once crowd-drawing events which in many re-
spects resembled a one-day country fair or carnival. 
People of all classes flocked to the execution site, where 
frivolity and socializing went hand in hand with solemn 
reflection on the lot of the public sinner, and where 
refined ladies literally rubbed elbows with coarse ped-
dlers of popular street literature. According to con-
temporary estimates, for example, some 20,000 spec-
tators crowded Logan Square in Philadelphia to wit-
ness the execution of J ames Moran in 1837 for piracy 
on the high seas." This was the last public hanging 
in Pennsylvania and drew an especially large and vocal 
crowd, but the number was not exceptional for the 
hanging of a notorious criminal in the earl y 19th Cen-
tury. The hanging of John Lechler at Lancaster on 
October 25, 1822, is reputed to have been one of the 
major social events of the year in tha t region. Lechler 
had strangled his wife M ary in a jealous rage, la ter 
'For a sampling of broadside gallows-l iterature juxtaposed 
with th~ front page from a co~temporary London newspaper, 
see LeslIe Shepard, The BroadSIde Ballad: A Study in Origins 
and M eaning (London, 1962 ), pp. 168-169. 
"Negley K . Teeters, ed ., Record of Murd ers and Executions 
in Philadelph ia, 1682-1866. Prepared from thirteen weekly 
installments in the Philad elphia Dispat ch , from Sunday, Jun e 
17, 1866 to September 9, author unknown (mimeo. Temple 
University, 1962), p. 16. ' 
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NEW YOllK:-N. C. NAVIS, No. 278 PEARL ST. 
1844. 
A Philadelphia Collect ion also dated 1844, includes 
accounts of a great many early Pennsylvania cases, 
complete with Victorian illustratio12S. 
hanging her from a beam in the attic of their home 
and then mistakenly shooting the wife of her suitor. 
The incident aroused much publ ic ind ignation. On 
the day of the execution, liquor sales were banned in 
the city and between 20,000 and 30,000 spectators jam 
med the gallows site to witness Lechler's final mo-
ments.'· 
For most of the 18th Century, hangings in Penn-
sylvania were subject to the English legal code then 
in effect. Executions were purposely conducted as a 
gruesome spectacle in order to serve as a moral deter-
rent against socially disruptive behavior and religious 
transgression. I n some areas condemned criminals were 
pu t on public display on their way to the gallows by 
being forced to sit astride their own coffin in the rear 
of a horse-drawn cart. In other cases murderers either 
"stood up in or walked before or after the cart. '''' A 
number of early accounts suggest that clergymen in 
" Negley K. T eeters, "Public Executions in Pennsylvania: 
1682- 1834," Journal 0/ the Lancaster County H istorical Soci-
ety, LXIV ( 1960 ), pp. 110-112 . 
"T eeters ( 1960 ), pp. 92-93. 
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attendance at executions preached lengthy discourses 
to the assembled crowd, cautioning them of the fate 
of sinners. It is difficult to confirm the actual prev-
alency or dimensions of the la tter practice, although 
the 'business' of conducting a 19th Century hanging 
would seem to discourage drawn-out ermonizing be-
yo nd what could be integrated into the final absolution. 
More likely, as recounted in a recent treatment of the 
New England execution sermon, "the execution dis-
course was usually delivered in the church, sometimes 
the Sunday or Thursday before the execution date, but 
most often immediately preceding the time appointed 
for hanging . . . Ordinarily the major sermon con -
sumed about an hour or slightly less.'''' Sometimes the 
condemned was entreated to utter a short homiletic 
spcech himself, such pious conduct proving highly ed-
ifying and thought to represent true repentence. Loui, 
" Wayne C. Minnick , "The New England Funeral Sermon, 
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HARTFORD: 
S . ANDRUS AND SON . 
1844. 
T his v olume, published in Hartford, Connecticut, in 
1844, was a collection of murder confessions, many 
adapted f"om the original chapbooks. 
C. J ones, long recognized as an authority in the ('0 1-
lection a nd stud y of native American gallows-literature, 
reprints in one of his publications a fronti er reminis-
cence recalling an execution in Otsego County, ew 
York, about 1805. The scene could have ju t as easil y 
taken place in Pennsylvan ia: 
On the day appointed, everybody repaircd to 
Cooperstown to see Arnold hung. A gallows was 
erected, the prisoner was brought out and placed 
on the staging, where the sheriff with his deputies 
were in a ttendance. Clergymen were there, and 
went through with their religious exercises ; the 
criminal was exhorted to make his everl asting 
peace; and the spectators to take warning and 
profit from the melancholy exhibition. Arnold was 
invited to address the multitude, which he did in 
a few words but so Iow a tone of voice as scarcely 
to be heard ... . " 
A number of 18th and 19th Century Pennsylvan ia 
chapbooks tell of criminals singing homiletic pieces on 
the scaffold prior to their execution. As in the case 
of criminal speeche , however, such instances were much 
less frequent tha n apocryphal printed accounts lead one 
to believe. A chapbook published in 1817, for example, 
contains a curiously incongruent description of how 
Cornelius Jones, a reproba te who poisoned his step-
father by feeding him doses of a rsenic in his "cyder," 
took up religion while in ja il and moments before his 
hanging "sung (aided by others ) with a full , steady 
voice" a hymn of his own choosing." R eligious sing-
ing seems to have had limited currency as a custom 
at early hangings in Pennsylvania, with the lead mos t 
often taken by the attendant clergy ra ther than th f' 
condemned. 
Similarly, and consistent with a practice which is 
traceable to British gallows-literature, narrativr and 
lyric obituary vr rses as well as hymn stanzas were on 
occasion printed as an appendix to chapbooks." These 
broadside verses typically consisted of a heavily didac-
tic summation of the crime as well as a formula ic 
comment on the victim's misfortune and the criminal's 
moral transgression. The "last-goodnight" broadside 
ballad "James Monce" reported from Pennsylvania is 
said to have been "written by the James Monce there-
in named, and by him sung upon the platform just 
previous to his execution" in Lancaster County.1G Again, 
however, there is scant historical evidence to verify that 
last-goodnight singing was actually as widespread as 
" Louis C. Jones, Crowing Up in the Cooper Country: Boy-
hood Recollections of the New York Frontier (Syracuse, ew 
York? .1965 ), pp. 78-79, as recalled by Levi Beardsley in his 
ReminIscences ( ew York, 1852 ). For further detai ls rel ati ng 
to this incident, see Louis C. Jones, "The Crime and Punish-
ment of Stephen Arnold ," New Y ork History, XLVII ( 1966 ), 
pp. 3-25. 
"From Narrative . A Short Narrative of the L ife and Execu-
tion of Cornelius J ones: who suffered death, November 15th, 
1817, at Bethany, Wayne County, ( Penn.), for the murder 
of his step-father, Mr. Isaac R oswell ( n.p ., n .d .), p. 8. For 
an instance of hymn-singing reported in a chapbook published 
in lew York State in 1845, see Harold W. Thompson, B ody, 
Boots & Britches: Folktales, Ballads and Speech from Country 
Nel!1 York (New York, 1939 ), p. 160. 
. "'For a more elaborate treatment of this topic, the reader 
IS referred to my article, "Narrative Obituary V erse and 
Native American Balladty," Journal of A merican Folklore (in 
press ). Also, see T eeters ( 1960 ), p. 91; and Minnick ( 1968 ), 
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A Philadelphia murder of 1808 produced this 
"Faithful Narrative", 
reported in the popul ar literature of the times." R ather, 
verses appropria te for a given execution were common-
ly composed prior to the event by a hack poet or poets 
other than the condemned prisoner and hawked a long 
with the chapbooks sold in the streets or at the execu-
tion site itself. For other than the most hardened and 
defiant criminal, the grim reality of a public hanging 
was a time for resignation to one's fate and consulta-
tion with the clergy. An emotional outpouring, when 
it did occur, was more likely a last minute cleansing 
of the conscience and piritual preparation for the 
afterlife than vocalization in song. 
It was the factor of public spec tacle which eventu al-
ly provoked the indignat ion of leading citizens, many 
of whom were Quaker and opposed to execut ions on 
bas ic religious grounds, a nd led to the abo lition of 
public hangings in Pennsylvania . By the late 18th and 
ea rly 19th Centuries, cxcesses in public executions had 
"Cited and transcribed by Simon Snyder Rathvon in his 
autob iography-diary, 1854-58, for the years 1825-35 in Lan-
e.aster County, Pen~~ylv~n i a, and reported in [anon.], "Eng-
IT sh Folksong TraditIOn, The Pennsylvania Dut chman Vol. 
IV, no. I ( 1953 ), p. 7. M onee's execution cannot b~ veri-
fied , although T eeters ( 1960 ) lists a 'James M onks' who was 
cx~_euted i~ Centre County on J anuary 23, 1819 (p . 141). 
'See OIT\'e Woolley Burt, ed., Am erican Murd er Ballads 
and Th eir Stories (New York, 1958 ), pp. 16-17 ; and Teeter~ 
( 1960 ) , p. 91. 
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begun to offend public morality as much as to reinforce 
it. A major incentive for the institution of the pena l 
reform movement in the 1780's was the degrada tion of 
cri minals at the gallows si te. One such practice in-
cluded driving a cart out from under the scaffold , 
thereby leaving the haplcss victim da ngling at the end 
of the rope in the convulsions of strangulation. An 
equally gruesome method which gained favor in some 
quarters was to force the criminal to climb a ladder 
which was then yanked from under him ." 
Public executions were legall y abolished in the Com-
monwealth by a n act of April 10, 1834, wh ich moved 
hangings to within the confines of jai l ya rds and limited 
the number of spec tators to select county offic ia ls, im-
mediate relatives, twelvc " respectab le citizens," an ex-
amining physician, and a clergyman designa ted by the 
prisoner." There was lit tl e more tha n token enforce-
ment of this statute until about 1840, by which time 
the opponents of public executions had gathered suf-
fi cient broad-base popular support to pressure local 
sheriffs and other officials who were reluctant to aban-
don the older practices. England, by comparison, did 
not abandon public hangings until 1868.'· In 191 3, 
Pennsylvania changed over to electrocution as the uni-
form measure of capita l puni hment throughout the 
sta teo Al though the spectacle of hanging has been re-
placed now by callously effi cient modern methods, rep-
resenta tives of the press are still permitted to witness 
executions in Pennsylvania penitentiaries." 
Negley K. T ee ters, the leading authority on the social 
history of penology in Pennsylvania , has drawn on a 
variety of printed sources, including chapbooks, in 
compiling an exhaustive record of public executions 
in Pennsy lvania from 1688, the earliest recorded hang-
ing in the province, to their abolition in 1834." T eeters 
reports tha t 252 persons were publica lly hanged in the 
Commonwealth while 138 were pa rdoned during the 
same time period ." According to his findings, slightly 
over 100 or roughly half of the 252 executions took 
place in Philadelphia, the remainder being unevenly 
distributed throughout the outlying rural counties." 
T eeters' statistics are helpful in linking the incidence 
of public executions to changing social conditions in 
the state's past. Over the broad span of the "Provincial 
Period" ( 1682-1776 ), for instance, 33 of the 94 hang-
ings were for murder, the other resulting from another 
of the thirteen capital offenses as defined by the harsh 
British Crown penal code in effect between 1718 and 
1786." Under the original Quaker criminal code estab-
lished in 1682 for governing the province, the only 
" Both of th ese crude methods of execution are illustrated 
on the covers of numerous chapbooks [see the illustrations ac-
companying the text] . In addition, see T eeters ( 1960), p. 93: 
'''Negley K. T eeters, "'Priva te' County J ai l Hangings in 
Pennsylvania, 1834-19 I 5," in Scaffold and Chair, Pa rt Two 
( Philadelphia, 1963), p. I. 
"'H erbert W. K. Fitzroy, "The Punishment of Crime in 
Provincial Pennsylvania," Pennsylvania Magazine of H istory 
and Biography, LX ( 1936), p. xv. 
" The latter point has been confirmed by the City D esk 
of the Philadelphia Inq uirer. 
" Teeters ( 1960), pp. 85-164. 
" Teeters ( 1960), p. 86 . 
" Teeters ( 1960) , p. 92. 
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'rhe ·Confession of . . . . . 
JOHN H. C~(1, 
~HO WAS BORN IN pmLADELPHlA. .J 
On the 211t day of June, in the year :of ourtLonl 1187 J 
AND 
ON SATURDAY, THE SIXTH ,DAY OF JUNE, 1818, 




AS STATED BY HUt. _o\.FTER TRIAl.. 
PHILADELPHIA: 
PUBLISII ED BY a08~RT OULLV&R. 110, WALNUT STaDT; 
Where a li~ deduction will be made. to those that """en"' ... _. 
by th~ d02.en. 
1818. 
"-; .. 
The Ct·aig Confession of 1818 was published by 
Robert D eSilver of Philadelphia, who offers ria 
liberal deduction . . . to those that pm·chase by 
the dozen". 
crimes punishable by death were premeditated murder 
and treason. William Penn and his followers favored 
imprisonment rather than execution, reflection and pen-
itence rather than the severe forms of Anglican and 
Puritan retribution then in force elsewhere in the 
colonies.'" 
" Negley K. T eeters, The Cradle of the Penit entiary : The 
W alnut Street Jail at Philadelphia, 1773-1835 (Philadelphia, 
1955 ), p. 2. From " A Brief Account of the Murders and 
Executions in Lancaster County since its Organization," an 
appendix to a chapbook recou nting The Manh eim Tragedy. 
A Complete H istory of the D ouble Murder of Mrs. Garber 
& Mrs. Ream: with th e only authent ic Life and Confession 
of Alexander Anderson ... (second edition, Lancaster, Pa ., 
1858 ), we learn the foll owing : "After the person al influ ence 
of the great founder [William Penn] had ceased to exist amongst 
the colonists their cr imin al code again relapsed to the ac-
customed severity of the parent country . . . [The capital 
crimes includ ed] murd er, robbery, burglary, ra pe, sodomy,. 
buggery, malicious maiming, manslaughter by stabbing, witch-
craft and conjuration, arson , counterfeiting a ny current gold 
or sil ver coin, and felony (except larceny ) , on a second con-
viction- in all , twelve or thirteen specified offenses" (pp. 57-
58 ) [i ta li cs added]. 
'"T eeters ( 1955), p. 3. 
The turbulent R evolutionary period ( 1776-1790 ) 
experienced an inordinate increase in the frequ ency 
of public hangings for various crimes, a lthough the 
ratio of executions for murder to the total number of 
cases (23 / 102 ) remained remarkably uniform. A brief 
historical account of the executions in Lancaster County 
before 1858 appeared as an append ix to a chapbook 
of that year and included the following commentary: 
The decade from 1770 to 1780 appears to have 
been more prolific in executions than any other 
period sinee the organization of the county. Dur-
ing those ten years there were at least five persons 
hung in La ncaster for various offenses; other crimes 
than murder being then punished with the death-
penalty. A man called "JOCKEY JO ES" was 
hung for stealing horses; CATHARINE FISHER, 
for killing her child ; Capt. T aylor, for highway 
robbery; a colored man for committing a rape 
upon a white woman ; and SAMUEL BRA TDT 
for killing his fa ther and setting the dwelling house 
on fire." 
" The M anheim T ragedy, p. 57. Teeters, in a note ( 1960, 
p. 147 ), mentions that he had been unable to verify the 
'J ockey J ones' execu tion. 
New York Historica l Society 
fliP. THGr. .\!'< n !.ENlINt_ 
C{):\FE:--"IO~ 
William Gt'oss, 
Who U'flB tried, Jound gl' t', and d,mnl'd to Of 
~;cecutfd, on the 7th J- "uary. t M i, for the. 
~lURDER 
KEZIAH STOW, 
WITH AN ACCOl:NT Of HIS LIFt::. ,",e. 
Oh u,. 10 .hat ru di.tant J:C)al 
Shalt tbov, poor .... tched taurdcrcr rutl'l, 
No.1Jgllt 10 cheer tb, 4rooping lOUt. 
How briltht iQC:'et th .. l ,piri' bum' 
I'RILADELPHIA-PU"iii:iSHEO BY A. CutLD 
r '&-r,.a"l ~,,,. HIt..1 _ rc.,..nf'" df .... ] 
The K eziah Stow Murder Case of 1823. The chap-
book, published at Philadel/Jhia, contains a cO I'er 
woodcut showing the cart m ethod of executioll . 
Finall y, the statIstiCS during the period from 1790 
to 1834 show a sharp downward trend in the number 
of cases of public hanging (56), of which forty-five 
were for first-degree murder. The la tter figures seem 
to reflect the impact of the 1794 sta tute as well as 
the post-Revolutionary reform movements generally 
upon Pennsylva nia's judicial system. Again , quoting 
from the above-mentioned chapbook, "from 1780 to 
J 822, a period of forty-three yea r , no person was hung 
in Lancaster [Co.] ."" A point worth emphasis in light 
of a ll of these statistics is T eeters' obse rvation that 
" hanging were rather infrequent affairs, especia lly In 
the hinterl and counties." " 
GALLo w s -LITERAT U RE AND THE P OPU LAR PRESS 
A vendor of treet literature wise in the ways of the 
popular pre s in 19th Century London is reported to 
have commented that, "There's nothing bea ts a stun-
ning good murder, after all,"" an axiom which summed 
up the journalistic trade in gallows-litera ture on both 
sides of the Atla ntic. 
The legal abo lition of public hangings in Pennsylvan ia 
in itse lf did little to stifle the production a nd sales of 
chapbook " tri a ls, confessions, last-dying speeches, and 
executions," many of which wcre highly fi ctionalized 
accounts which drew as much upon stereotyped con-
ventions and the popul ar rhetoric of the pulpit as upon 
firsthand reporting. Then, too, popular indignation and 
curiosity arou ed by sensational murderers and their 
crimes conti,nued to draw sizeable crowds to jai l-yard 
hangings where, depending upon the local enforcement 
of the 1834 statute, the throng was either gran ted or 
refused admi sion to witness the event. M ore impor-
tantl y, howeve r, the sta tute had little immedia te effect 
upon chapbook printing because tria ls and executions, 
under normal circum tances, remained open to rep-
resenta tives of the press. Indeed, in the 18th and early 
19th Centuries, chapbooks were the principal media 
at the folk-cultural level for news of capita l crime. 
Early America n newspapers prior to about 1820-
Pennsylva nia's being no except ion-were heavily de-
voted to political subjec t ma tter, "addressed to the 
educated upper clas , and given over largely to foreign 
news.' ''' Parti cularly in rural areas, it was not until 
the second half of the 19th Century that detai led ac-
coun ts of crimes and trials appea red in the daily press." 
The acute paper shortage during the R evolutionary 
period and the genera l scarcity of major printing facil-
ities on the front ier as late as 1830 tended to limit the 
p roduction of indigenous chapbook ga llows-literature 
prior to the Civi l ' Var to urban centers such as Boston, 
New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore. If popular 
street literature is any indica tion, the re idual effects 
" The Manheim Tra ged)', p . 58. 
" T ee ters ( 1960), p. 92. 
,oAs reported in one of H enry M ayhew's intervi ews (L ondon 
1851 , p. 223) with a " running patterer" or " d eath-hunter ,' ; 
bei ng "men ( no women ) engaged in vending last d ying speech-
es and confessions" ( p. 214). 
" Richard M. Dorson, American Folklore (Chicago, 1959 ), 
p. 50. 
" Fitzroy ( 1936 ), p. xv ; and H arry B. and Grace M. W eiss 
An I ntroductio n to Crime and Punishment in Colonial Ne~ 
J ersey (Trenton . 1960 ), pp. 52-53. 
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ROBERT McCONACHY, 
Murder 
( I F 
SIX 
HI S RELATIVES 
n nnOAD DAY·LIGIIT. 
Mcw1t",glty Well c,rectl /cd a leu' 1rer:ks t;uce, aud did not make hi.t 
CAn/tn io" untlt ht was 01lCf' .'f Il'1'~lId.d,. the TlI}J t brQk~ and Id him 
Cow,rl after trhich he 11Iade aJ1I.1l C:oujtJ.fioll. 
Six coffins- the old-fashioned six-sided ones 
- on the Robert M cC onagb), Confession. 
of the e ea rly conditions preva iled in America n regional 
cu lture west of the Mississippi unti l the late 1850's and 
early 60's. The Mid-Atla ntic region, which includes 
most of the Commonwealth, appears to have been as 
affected by these factors as the rural portions of north-
western New England, N ew York, the northern ti er of 
Pennsylvania, and the Upland South." A handful of 
chapbooks bear Lancaster and H arrisburg imprints 
prior to 1850," but the overwhelming majority of Penn-
" H enry C lassie, Pattern in the M aterial Folk Culture or 
th e Eastern United States ( Phi la delph ia, 1968), pp . 234-235. 
" For Lancaster, see for exam pl e : Th e D ),ing Confession of 
j ohn L ec hler . .. (La ncaster, 182 2) [M cD ade, nos. 591-3]; 
Th e L ife and Confession of D aniel Shaeffer, who was found 
guilt)" in the court of Quarter S essions, of the County of 
L ancaster, Pa. in N ovember 183 1, of the Murd er of Elizabeth 
B owers, and sentenced to be exec uted on the 13th of April, 
1832 (L ancas ter, 1832) [M cD ade, no. 863]; a nd Th e T ria l of 
H enry K obler M usselman and L ewis W illman, for th e murder 
of the attorney general, and the charge of the j udge to th e 
j ury. R ep orted by j . Franklin R eigart (Lancaster, 1839 ) 
[McD ade, no. 708]. For H arrisburg, see: A R eport of the 
Trial of j ames j ameson and j ames M 'Gowan, in the court 
of oye r and terminer of D auphin Count)', D ecember, 1806. 
For the murder of j acob Eshelman, on the night of the 28th 
of August , 1806. L ikewise a sketch of the life of j acob Eshel-
man; and an accurate account of the life of j ames M 'Gowan 
(H arrisburgh, 1806). [McD ade, nos. 509- 11 ]. A sim il a r chap-
book telling of this incident was published in Phil ad elphia 
( n.d .) . The execu tion took place on J an uary 10, 1807. 
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sylvania materia ls published in the 18th and 19th Cen-
turies were printed in Philadelphia or its immediate 
environs" and either carried or shipped to outlying 
regions. Almost without exception, chapbook gallows-
literature published west of Lancaster can be dated 
after the Civil W ar . I n keeping with this pa ttern, 
the four chapbooks published in Pitt burgh with whieh 
I am fami liar bear the dates 1853, 1857, 1866, and 
1867." 
" For an example of a highly ficti onalized chapbook pub-
lished in the environs of Phil adelphia, see L ife, Adventures, 
and Confessions of Albert Teufel, con victed of the m urder 
of j ames Wiley, with his trial, speeches of the counsel, con-
viction and sentellce (D oylestown, Pa. , 1867 ) [M cD ade, no. 
969]. The murderer and the crime seem to have been legit-
imate, as T eufel was executed on April 18, 1867 . Unreliable 
as history, the chapbook account is extremely hu morous. I t 
begins: " I n the first place . .. I am and a lways have been 
a very remarkable fe llow. R eport says, I was begotten in jail; 
I know that during a great portion of my li fe I lived in jails, 
and from the way things look now, I shall die in jail" ( p . 7 ). 
" The chapbooks are , respectively : T rial, Conviction and 
Confession of Pamela L ee . .. ( Pi ttsburgh, Pa., \853) [Mc-
Dade, nos. 598-9]; L ives and Confessions of H emy Fife and 
Charlotte j ones . .. (Pi ttsbu rgh, 1857 ) [M cD ade, no. 304); 
The L ife and Confessions of M artha Grinder, the poisoner . . . 
(Pittsb urgh, 1866 ) [M cDade, nos . 393-4]; L ife and Confes-
sions of Charles Chase . . . ( Pittsburgh, 1867 ) [McD ade, 
no. 174]. 





Or' T il£. 
Life, and the Testimony 
'l'ltat Convicted 
}Jichl. Monroe 
alias Jamrs 'Vellington. 
AT A COllH1' OJlOYEIl ANDTEHMINEH, 
Held a' Cb .. ltr, Peo.lyl ... oi., OD Ihe 20th of October 1824. 
For tlte .llurder of Jrm. BondaU, 
AT HI8 DWF.LLINGON TilE n.\HBY ROAD. 
o. t.~, NilIAt "J tAo m '" MtJI. 'ut. 
eoataloiDS tbe TulilDoo,- ur ~An W AaNU ....... BoJouu. 
v •. ~O •• II t\ KHAt.ca.,u, le. berUN lb. CouL 
T.'S,·th.r with a Lilt Dt Ibe JurI. 
TAi. i.,M 00'1 OriJiaal C'0n·-.fll Diu ... - s,.m... 
p.,lIadelp.,la: Pri.\a~tJal. at 18 C ...... II&. 
A Philadelphia chapbook of 1824 complete with visual 
warning at top. This , the pri/lter suggests, hoping for 
greater sales, is "the Olll)' Original Copy.-All others 
are Spurious." 
Clearly, urban papers were able to adopt a policy 
of crime reporti ng at an earlier date than rural tab loids 
less p rosperous both in terms of circulation and facil-
ities and more removed from imported paper supplies. 
H ence, it is not surprisi ng to discover that u rban peri -
odicals in early Pennsylvania a re on the whole a more 
profitable source of information on criminal matters 
than are their rural counterpart fo r a given period. 
There is evidence, for example, that the narratives of 
criminals' lives and deeds which appea red in chap-
book gallows-literature were som etimes condensed from 
long biographies taken from the pages of urban news-
papers." As early as 1741 the A merican W eekly M er-
cury, a Philadelphia paper, could devo te considerable 
column space to the conviction and ha nging of John 
Bullock for the murder of his wife, a crime described 
as "the blackest a nd most Barbarous kind."" In la ter 
days, if reported at a ll in the rural press, the news 
of such incidents was often weeks or even months out 
of date. The small town workingman a nd farmer was 
much more likely to lea rn of the deed by word of 
mouth from itinerant journeymen or through chap-
books which peddlers purchased and re-sold a t a small 
profit. Perhaps it was with this dissemination p attern 
in mind that Robert D esilver, a Philadelphia publisher, 
was led to imprint on the cover of an 181 8 chapbook: 
"PUBLISHED BY ROBERT DESIL VER, 11 0, WAL-
UT STREET ; Where a liberal deduction will be 
made, to those tha t purchase by the dozen" (see il-
lustration ) . 
There can be little question tha t chapbook gallows-
literature served an important a nd necessary function 
as a vehicle for the dissemination of news among 
literate and semi-litera te adults in the lower socio-
economic classes in early Pennsylvania. But it is equal-
ly clear from the language of the 19th Century chap-
book that its primary reading (and listening) audience 
consisted of the youths of both sexes, a nd it was es-
sentially to this segment of the popula tion that the 
hack journalist and the clergyman-author directed their 
rhetoric. While it is true tha t the religious under-
currents in the chapbooks indirectly served the pub-
lisher by reaching into the homes of adults who might 
otherwise have had little contact with thi s ephemera l 
reading matter at the popular level," the motive be-
hind many publications was in large pa rt a genuine 
one: in the words of one chapbook editor, "to wa rn 
the younger portion of the community against the al-
lurements and temptations of the more ha rdened in 
crime.'''' The motive was an unequivocal reRection of 
" See M ayhew (Lond on, 1851 ) , p. 228 and p . 281. Al though 
I have not done so, it would be in te res ti ng to compa re a 
representative sampling- of newspaper rcports on a crime and 
execution. with gallows-literature on the events, as prepared 
? y a varIety of presses. Such a project should offer insights 
IOto the p rocesses involved in the composition of broadsid es 
and chapbooks by hack journalists. 
38T eeters ( 1962 ), p. 3 . 
" This point is frequently mad e in discussions touching on 
ga llows-literature. See, for example, M ayhew ( 1851 ), p . 
222; and Edmund Pearson, Qu eer Books (New York, 1928 ) , 
p. 220. 
" From L if e and Confessions of Ch arles C hase, executed at 
Broo kville, Pa., for th e m urder 0/ Mrs. Elizab eth McD onald 




Harva rd Law Library 
BENJ. F. HUNTER. 
T h e cover of a post -C il'it War confes-
sion , showing n ew m el h od of execution. 
the religious and moral sentiment behi nd the Christi an 
reviva l a nd reform movements of the ea rl y and middle 
19th Century. 
GALLOW s -LITERAT U RE AN D TH E SPIRIT O F R EV IVALI SM 
AN D REFO RM 
Beginning about 1820, journa listic ga llows-literature 
in Pennsylva nia increasingly ca ll ed attention to the 
moral a nd religious condition of the condemned cri m-
ina l. In a new age of individu al-centered Protesta nt-
ism the focus was no longe r centered exclusively on 
the fin al weeks or moments before the Ultima te judg-
ment ; ra ther, it was a criminal' s entire life style which 
took on importance. This change was the result of a 
"basic shift in the rela tion between chu rch a nd folk 
cul ture [which ] came with the revi valist movemen t 
which reached its high tide in the pre-Civil War era .' ''' 
P rotesta nt clergy carri ed the spirit of moral reform, 
religious convers ion, a nd sa lva tion cen tra l to ea rl y 19th 
Century popul ar cultu re revivali sm into Pennsylvania's 
jail s a nd direc tl y to its condemned pri oners. In broad 
terms, the ferment in the Commonwealth paralleled 
tha t in neighboring region to the north , wes t. and 
south as the religious fervor of the Second Grea t Awak-
" Don Yod er, "Offi c ial R eli gion \'ersus Folk R eligion " 
Penns)'h'onio Folklife, XV : 2 (W inter 1965-66) , 39. ' 
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\V/(~THE TRIAL AND CONVICTION 
'77, / OJ'!' (1f~. 
GEORGE S. TWITCHELL, JR., 
FOR TH~ MURDER Of 
MRS. MARY E. Hill, HIS MOTHER·IN·LAW. 
O1XI&OI .. t'1f1'tO!Et1." n. 
Wnh the elociuut tpeethet 01 COQutl OD both aidu. and Hoo.. Jadp Ir.water', 
chute tQ lb. JUJ' 14 ft1U. To ,.bf~h are added maDJ iDUrNtut, tul.l 
iD reprd. to tbe Kills ud 'l'wtlche1.1l pner before pllbUlb.ed. 
1' 111 J..\ 1) 1::1. ,. If t.\ 
P t' 111. I ~ 11 E U II Y II .\ H (; I. \ \ & ('0., 
tH" .\n( II :-iT It I 1 T 
-~----------~~ 
T he Twitchell Case, aiso post· Civil lVaI· . 
ening wept New Engla nd and the Atla ntic seaboard 
westward to the Mississippi Ri ver. Significa ntly for 
the concerns of thi di scussion, the religious enthusiasm 
which gave rise to camp meeting rev ivalism on the 
wes tern Pennsylvania frontier left a well-defined stamp 
on Mid-Atl antic popul ar stree t litera ture. The atmos-
phere of religiou and moral reform in the 1840's 
a nd 50's pervaded native America n ga llows-litera ture 
in ways which were in evidence in the British Isles but 
far less pronounced in sim il ar materials. 
The shift from ques tions of spiritual substance to 
questions of individua l a nd socia l morality marked a 
profound re-orienta tion in 19th Century Protestan tism 
a t the popular level , a patte rn revealed in the rise of 
religious sponso red social movements which included 
tempera nce and prison reform. These new concerns, 
in turn , found their way into the content of chapbook 
gallows-literature, where they are epitomized in the 
brief Introduction to the Trial, Confession and Execu-
tion of ROBERT M cCONAGHY, for the MURDER 
of S IX of HIS RELATIVES in broad day-light (Phila-
delphi a, [1840J ) . It was cl aimed th at the piece , ,,as 
the work of "the Rev. George L. Brown and John 
Peebles, the a ttending clergyman": " 
INTRODUCTION 
M y object in presenting this pa inful na rra tive to 
the public, is, to wa rn the young who a re en tering 
" McDade ( 1961 ), nos. 545-8 . I have also drawn on this 
example for my a rticl e on " Karrati"e Obituary Verse a nd 
'at i,·c American Balladry" (in prcss ) . 
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upon the tage of life, not to tread in t~e steps 
which ul tima tely led this man to utter rum. The 
first of which was a neglect of the house of God. 
H e says he seldom attended upon his worship. 
The next [earful step was profa ning his holy name. 
o what a needless practice ! 
" It chills my blood to hea r the blest Supreme, 
Rudely appealed to on each. triAing . theme. 
M ainta in you r rank ; vulgarIty desplse-
T o swear is neither brave, polite, nor wise. 
You would not swear upon a bed of dea th. 
ReAect : your M aker now could stop 
your breath ." . . 
His nex t step in the downwa rd path was tlppltng 
at the maddening bowl of intoxication, which sel-
dom terminates short of disgrace and death . And 
in connection with this design, I wish to impress 
upon the minds of parents the gre~t importanc.e 
of givinO' their children an educatIon. Of thIS 
there w;s a very grea t defi ciency in the case of 
this individual' and this he declares in his dying 
confession was ' one great cause of his coming to 
such an awful end. There is a nother thing which 
pa rents ought not to neglect, viz. to pray with and 
for their child ren. If this be neglec ted, the blood 
of their souls will be found in their skirts. How 
true is the sentiment of the wise man: "Tra in up 
a child in the way in which he should go, and 
when he is old he will not depa rt from it." 
THE A U THO R . 
A manifestation of this new emphasis upon man's 
worldly condition was the shift in the rela tionship be-
tween the orga nized church, in the person of the clergy-
man, a nd the layman." Particula rl y in those rural areas 
where traditiona l levels of folk belief sanctioned by 
custom persisted alongside of a nd underneath official 
religion, there was a need to persona lize and de-sac-
ramenta lize the contac ts between clergy and com-
munity. The tran ition away from old-style Calvinism, 
a process exemplified by Lyma n Beecher' s so-called 
'cl inica l theology' in New Engla nd" and Peter Cart-
wright' s backwoods M ethodism on the Western fronti er 
in the ea rly 1800's," sounded the fin al defea t of the 
cold ra tionalism of 17th and 18th Century Prote tant 
theo lo~. R epl acing eccles iastica l aloofness in the dicta-
tion of public and priva te morality was the 'spi ritual 
doctor' who trea ted his loose ly-knit congrega tion as 
' pa ti ents' a nd attended to the condition of con cience 
and souls as diligently as any physicia n in the usual 
sense. It is this new role which comes through mo t 
forcefull y in 19th Century Pennsylvania gallows-litera-
ture, and it was a change which helped to hape both 
the composition and the content of thi s popula r read-
ing ma tter. 
In an ironic but very real sense prisoners have long 
qualified as a captive if not totally receptive audience 
for the exa lta tions of religious and moral reformers. 
In this regard 19th Century Pennsylvania inmates con-
demned to the gallows were at one with countless 
other crimina ls convicted of capital punishment in 
"'Aga in see Yodcr ( 1965-66 ), p . 39. 
"S ~c c'ha rles Beecher, ed. , Autobiography, Correspondence, 
etc., of L ym an B eecher, D .D. , 2 V ols. ( New York , 1864 ): 
"w. P. Stri ckland , ed ., Autobiography of Peter Cartwnght, 
Th e Backwoods Preach er ( ew York , 1856 ). 
\ 1 THE, DEARING TRAGEDY! 
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The Dearing Tragedy was one of the most cele-
brated murder cases in Pen12S),I'vania aft er the Civil 
War. It produced a lengthy chapbook , and also a 
German edition of its text. 
ea rly America. Provi ncia l sta tu tes pas ed in 1829 pro-
vided for the religious and mora l instruction of in-
mates in the Eastern Penitentiary of Philadelphia, with 
the stipulation that the services of the clergy were to 
be gratuitous." Coming a t the heigh t of the penal re -
form movement which had its locus in urban Philadel-
phia, the spi rit of the law if not its actua l ju risdiction 
seems to have preva il ed throughout the jail s of the 
Commonwealth. Annual prison reports and the tenor 
of religious tracts and chapbook ga llows-li terature in 
the ea rl y 1800's suggest that the directive served to 
discourage all but the most zealous evangelistic re-
formers from performing such services without any 
compensa tion whatsoever~ 7 
Whatever the fin ancial a rrangements for prison 
visitors, it is clear that religious and educational train-
ing went hand in hand in ea rl y Pennsylvan ia p risons." 
Clergymen found it advantageous to instruct convicts 
in reading skills as this meant a wider circulation for 
"Negley K . T eeters and J ohn D , Shearer, The Prison at 
Philadelphia: CherTY H ill (New York , 1957 ) , p, 150, 
" For excerpts from the journals kept by Ph iladel ph ia p rison 
chaplains before 1860, see T eeters and Shearer ( 1957 ), pp , 
150-156 , 
" Teeters and Shearer (1957), p, 152 . 
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Graphic d etails illustrating the D earing confession. 
~heir devotional literature ." By 1830, for example, the 
Philadelphia Bible Society had m ade it a p ractice to 
furnish local inmates with religious tracts a nd bibles. '· 
Visiting clergymen a nd moral reformers did everything 
in their power to prepare the conscience and soul of 
sinners who faced the gallows without having confessed 
to a 'spiritua l adviso r.' The religious and social signif-
icance attached to the criminal confession was certainly 
not unique to the period of la te 18th and ea rly 19th 
Century revivalism in Pennsylvania, but its p lace in the 
chapbook gallows-litera ture of these years is one of 
major p rominence. 
THE G ALLo ws-LITE RATURE " C ON FESSION": 
A UTHENTIC OR S PURIOUS? 
The 19th Century autobiographica l or biographical 
cri mina l ' life, trial, and confession' in chapbook form, 
whether genuine or fabricated, was a secularized record 
of moral transgression against fellow-man and society. 
As such, it was conventionally structured so as to reveal 
a pattern of personal transgression, revelation, and con-
ve rsion. One is tcmp ted to draw an analogy between 
the popul arl y produced, public, and 'outward-directed' 
chapbook account and its distant congener, the private-
T "S ee T eeters a~ d, Shearer ( 19?7 ), p, 158, for a Sing Si ng, 
New York, chapla in s report on hiS efforts to teac h a n illi terate 
inl"1<lte in 1829. 
"'Teeters a nd Shearer ( 195 7), p , 150. 
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Th e "Manheim Tragedy" involv ing double mur-
der rocked Lancaster County and Eastern Penn-
sylvania in 1858. This is already the second edi-
tion of the English text. 
ly produced and 'inner-directed' Quaker spiritual auto-
biography. The ana logy breaks down, however, if 
pushed beyond the parallelism of the structural sim-
ilarit ies in form. It is perhaps enough to say that the 
structure common to both genres lent itself well to 
service as a kind of moral exemplum for the benefit 
of the young and impressionable. 
Unraveling the circumstances surrounding the pub-
lication of a given chapbook confession and the au-
then tici ty of its contents presents a series of challenges 
which far exceed those in the analysis of form. 'Con-
fessions' to clergymen, jailers, members of the press, 
or other confidan ts prior to the execution were alleged 
to have been given for a variety of personal, religious, 
and econom ic reasons. There can be little doubt that 
voluntary ora l confessions to visiting spiritual advisers 
were sometimes offered honestl y and sincerely 'in the 
fear of God.' The 19th Century chapbooks make ~t 
clear that there was unan imity among Protestant and 
Catholic minister of the gospel in pl acing heavy em-
phasis upon confession as a su re sign of repentance, 
and the evidence is extensive that considerable pressure 
was brought to bear upon the reticent criminal in the 
final days before his or her hanging. The pressure did 
not come from the clergy alone, as apparent from an 
openly revealing statement in Th e Dying Confession 
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A much-read copy of the G erman Edition which ap-
peared in 1858, at Lancaster, in the "Volksfreund" office. 
of Jol;-n L echler . .. made in the presence of Samuel 
Car penter, Mayor of the City of L ancaster, and others 
(Lancaster, Pa., 1822) : 
The J ai lor has frequently, as I have told several 
people, told me that I must give him my confes-
sion, becau e he gave me such good victuals-and 
at last I was compelled, for I am his poor prisoner, 
in chains to write a history for him, which he in-
tends to have published also." 
Lechler's narrative has an air of fiction about it, 
but the statement is corroborated neverthless by direct 
and implied references to this practice in 19th Century 
penal literature published in England and America. 
Reflecting on his infamous career as the public execu-
tioner in Britain during the 1870's, 80's, and 90's, James 
Berry wrote: 
In some few cases, where the prisoner has not 
confessed before the time for the execution, I 
have approached him in the cell in a kindly man-
ner, asking him, as it can make no difference to 
his fate, to confess the justice of the sentence, in 
order that I may feel sure that I am not hanging 
"' From p. 4. 
An illustration from tbe 
II Alanb e im Trag edy," 
sbowing tb e dw elling 
bouse of Comad G erb er 
wbere tbe murders took 
place. Tb e ellgravillg , 
made from a pbotograpb, 
sbows wbat is obviously 
a continental style Ger-
manic bouse witb central 
cbimney. 
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an innocent person. In most cases they have done 
so, either in the cell , or at the last moment on the 
scaffold. Of course, the confidences reposed in me 
at such moments I have never divulged, and it 
would be most improper to do so; but I am at 
liberty to state, tha t of a ll the people I have execu-
ted, only two or three have died without fully and 
free ly confessing their guilt." 
Such testimonies, often at odds with the impression 
conveyed by the point of view and diction of preten-
tious chapbook accounts, make it extremely difficult to 
evaluate the veracity and motives of published 'con-
fessions.' Although contemporary courtroom records 
are helpful in such ma tters, the problems become acute 
in cases where lega l documents are inaccessible and the 
printed narrative contains an abu ndance of didactic, 
sensationalized, and flaunted prose. More often than 
not, what is meant to pass as a criminal's 'only true 
confession' is in fact a highly elaborated narrative based 
on partial observation and incompl ete ora l statements 
given to clergymen, jailers, reporters, or other individ-
uals with whom the prisoner had conversed during his 
confi nemen t. 
M any chapbook editors and publishers claimed that 
their printed account represented a written sta tement 
prepared by the condemned on the day(s) or night 
prior to the hanging. Again, verifi ca tion is complica ted 
by recurrent di screpancies between the let ter of penal 
law and customary practices which reflected its inter-
pretation by local officials. The exc ha nge of written 
documents from prisoners to outsiders, for instance, 
was often prohibited in early Pennsylva nia jails a nd 
prisons, an exception being made for letters to one's 
:" J ames Berry, M y Experiences as an Execu t io ner (Lond on, 
[1892]), p. 46. 
immediate family. As it happens, it was a n exception 
which presents additional difficulti es for the investiga-
tor, since fi ctitious love letters a nd so-ea ll ed ' las t letters' 
purportedl y 'from the criminal to rela tives became a 
popular convention in 19th Century gallows-litera ture 
in Britain a nd America." A Pennsylvania chapbook 
conta ining what may well be spurious ma teri al of this 
sort rela tes the Trial of Anton PTobst for th e murder 
of Christopher D earing and famil y at Philadelphia, 
April 25, 1866, as well as his two confessions (Philadel-
phia, 1867 ) . An appendix to the work included a 
translation from the German of Probst's alleged fin al 
correspondence : " 
His last Letter Home . 
The following is a tra nslation of the letter which 
he wrote to his parents : 
" Mr. Martin Prob t, 
U ehlingen Amt, 
Bondorf, 
Grand Duchy of Baden, 
Germany." 
" PHILADELPHIA, 7th June, 1866. 
" D ear Parents, Brot hers and Sisters: 
"I do not know whether or not you received my 
las t letter, in which I sent you the sad intelligence 
of my fa te. I des ire to write to you once aga in to 
inform yo u how I have spent my time here in the 
prison. I have now spent eight weeks in this cell , 
and have endeavored to prepare for my death as 
well as I possibly could. 
" The clergyman has visited me every day, a nd 
has instructed me well. I have several times con-
fessed a nd received the hol y comm union . Besides 
this, many prayers a rc offered up for me through-
out the entire city, and therefore I am now so 
ehecrful and consoled that I ean glad ly ofTer my 
"'See Mayhew ( 1851 ) , pp. 23+, 280-283, 
-'P. 115 . 
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life as an atonement for my fearfu l crime. I trust 
that you also will be consoled and cheerfu l as. I am. 
"The clergyman will send you a ll the partIculars 
of my death. I on ly entreat you all to pray for me. 
I have the holy sacrifice of Mass ofTered up fre -
quently fo r the repose of my poor soul. 
"J oseph vVreehter has also visited . me several 
times durina my imprisonment. He wIll send you 
my picture band a lock of my hair. . 
"The eighth of J une has been appointed as the 
day of my death, and to-morrow will be the eigh.th 
of June, on which I am r~ady to offer up my hfe 
with greatest joy fo r my SInS. ., . 
" I trust to meet you all in etern ity, In a hapP!er 
and better place, and this hope makes me rejOIce 
with my whole heart. . 
" I will now close my letter with many thousand 
greetings to all of you. 
" I send a most hea rtfelt fa rewell. M ay we mee t 
aQ:ain in a bet ter world. 
~ "ANT ON PROBST." 
Characte risticall y, the sentiment in the Probst letter 
was ponderously religious-in this case, R oma n C atho-
lic-and calcula ted to convince the reader of the sin-
ceri ty of the mu rderer' s contrition. A recurrent jour-
nalistic technique in chapbook ga llows-litera ture was 
to im part a tone of verisimi litude to the entire contents 
of the piece, thereby obscuring the fine li ne between 
fact and fa ncy. 
T he contents of a number of Pennsylvania chapbooks 
incl ude descriptions of the methods used to elicit con-
fess iona l sta tements from condemned prisoners. I n 
186 1, for instance, an account appearing simulta neous-
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ly in the Phi ladelphia Evening Bulletin a nd a chapbook 
contained the confession of Thomas J. Armstrong. 
hanged fo r the murder of R obert Crawford . The tex t 
of the statement was sa id to have been dicta ted by 
Armstrong to the R ev. A. G. M cAuley, the local sheriff , 
and a Bulletin reporter who subsequ ently authored most 
of the accompanying description of the case. T he chap-
book contains the following editorial commentary: 
The subject of his [ Armstrong's] confess ion was 
. . . broached, a nd afte r some conversation he 
agreed to fu rni sh us with the deta ils of the story 
of his connec tion with the crime of which he has 
been convicted . It was written a t his d icta tion , 
and after we had transcribed it ca refull y, it was 
read to him a nd it received his approbation. T he 
question of the disposition that should be made 
of the sta tement then arose a nd the prisoner final-
ly left the determina tion of the matter to h is fri ends, 
who dec ided that it should be made public a t once 
through the columns of the BULLETIN ." 
Securing the coopera tion of local offi cia ls was a 
necessa ry step in conducting prison interviews, and 
there is reason to suspec t tha t such arrangements in-
cluded some form of remuneration for the obliging 
authorit ies . I n addi tion, enterprising clergymen col-
labora ted with hack journalists in the actual au thor-
shi p of 19th Century Pennsylva nia chapbooks, as in 
the case of the T rial, Conviction, and Co nfession of 
" From T he Crawford M urder Case, p. 2, as repr inted from 
the Evening Bulletin of August 7, 1861, and in cl ud ed in an 
appendix to the chapbook enti tled T rial of Th omas ]. A rm-
strong, convicted for the murd er of R obert Craw ford . 
( Ph il adel phia, 186 1) . 
Illustration from the Troutman Murder Case-
the one-and-a- half story log house where the 
murder was committed in 1880. 
The "Life and Confession of Frank H . Rumberger," 
describes the murder of Daniel Troutman in Ma-
hantongo V alley near the town of Pillow. Th e 
book concludes with farewell letters and a "His-
tory of the Gallows" on which the murderer was 
executed. 
Pamela L ee . .. written at her request, and accordin{: 
to her dictation, and prepared by the R ev. A ugustus 
Dimick [sic] (Pittsburgh, 1853 ) . I ncluded in the chap-
book is the co rrespondence from the R ev. Mr. D em ick. 
then Pastor of the Lutheran Church in P itt burgh, to 
the editor of the loca l newspa per which was ultimate-
ly responsible for the publica tion of the materi a l : 
"Mr. THOMAS LUCAS.- H aving read the ex-
t.ract pub}i~hed in your paper, relative to the early 
life of the III-fa ted Pamela Worms, whose spi ritual 
adviser I am ; and have reason to hope, through 
the goodness of God, to succeed in preparing her 
[or eternal me:cy; and if, rightly informed, you 
Intend to publish the above mentioned, in pam -
phlet form ; if so, I will be abl e to furni sh a full 
and entire confession from her own pen, which I 
will condense into as little space as possibl e . ... " '" 
The 'letter' in actuality may have been a shrewd 
contrivance, since there is no record of the execution. 
Wha tever the facts, by printing the letter the editor 
drew upon a popular convention in the genre in order 
to lend credulity to the account. 
THE IMP U LSE BEHIND A TRADITION I N P OPULAR 
J OURNALISM 
In a ll , the pages of Pennsylvania chapbook gallows-
literature conta in a spec trum of explana tions meant 
to justify their publication. Some chapbook authors 
claimed th at they wished to rec tify rea l or imaginary 
personal in justices. The Life and Confessions of Charles 
Chase . .. (Pittsburgh, 1867 ) begins: 
Not being a ma n of education, those who expect 
a highl y wrought, or flowery book, will be disap-
poin ted . A plain, truthful story of my life from 
birth until the presunt [sic] time, is what I desire 
and intend to give; first to vindica te and de-
fend myself from fa lse accusations a nd p rosecu -
tions . . . ." 
The editor of the D ying Confession of John L ech-
ler ... ingenuously claimed that one of the objec ts 
of the publication was "to raise a small pitta nce for 
the as istance of those innocent orph ans who are ren-
dered destitute by the crime of their fa ther and the 
justice of their country."" In sti ll other cases, little 
a ttempt was made to conceal the author' s real motives, 
as in the "Account of the Li fe of J ames M cGowan" 
contained in The L ives and Confessions of James 
M'Cowan and J ames Jameson . . . (H arrisburgh ; and 
Philadelphia, reprinted for James O'Ha ra, trave lling 
stationer, 1807 ) : 
Knowing myself on the ve rge of a n awful eter-
nity-and beli eving the public anxiously so licitous 
to learn the particul ars of their unfortunate fellow 
creature, who in a few hours must suffer an ignom-
inious death , to expiate his abetting in the dread-
ful crime of murder!- I therefore willi ngly leave 
behind such deta il s of my life, as ca n in any de-
gree excite curiosity." 
The prevailing impulse, however, bchind thc tradi-
tion of chapbook gallows-literature in ea rl y Pennsylva-
nia and elsewhere in the colonies was as much a moral 
and religious one as it was cconomic. It was an 18th 
" P. 18. 
" P. 3. 
" P. 3. 
" P. 5. 
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The Gantz TTagedy was a R eading 1ntlTder of 1901. 
This is th e COL'er of the chapbook published after 
the execu/ ion, co 111 plet e wit h price ItO/ a/ iOI1. 
a nd 19th Century Christi an impetus in conjunction 
with the rise of popular journali sm a nd chea p printing 
which promoted the rise and popularity of this genre 
of stree t li tera ture. The publica tion of these chapbooks 
was legitimized in Protesta nt popu la r culture because 
they se rved as moral lessons in the consequence of 
anti-soc ia l a nd anti-Christi an beh avior. At the popula r 
level of culture they funct ioned to inculca te and re in-
force standards of soc ial and mora l conduct among 
those impressionable youths into whose hands the chap-
books might fa ll as eas ily as the com ic book or paper-
back of today. For olde r readers, too, the pages of chap-
book ga llows-litera ture afforded engrossing entertain-
ment and news which was a t once ensa tiona l a nd high-
ly mora l in tone. It is difficult to imagine that this 
tradition in popular printing wou ld h ave fl ourished 
for a century or more had the religious a nd mora l 
a tmosphere been otherwise in 18th a nd 19th Century 
Anglo-American li fe. In Pennsylvania, where a variety 
of Protes tant religious sentiment had a pervas ive effect 
upon popular as well as folk culture, ga llows- li terature 
was bound to reflect those soc io-religious a ttitudes and 
practices which most direc tl y had a bearing upon the 
treatment and deterence of capital crime. 
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By EARL F. ROBACKER 
One of the intriguing phenomena in the world of 
the antique collector is the mushrooming popularity 
of "stick" spatter. Five years ago, few persons cared 
much a bout it, even among those who knew what it 
was. T en years ago it was completely ignored. For 
the neophyte, perhaps one can perform the best service 
by following Shakespeare's advice and point out what 
it is by indirection rather than by direction. The path 
is a somewha t circuitous one. 
First, it is not the spattcrware we ordinarily think 
of as spatter. Nor is it necessarily echt Penn ylvania 
Dutch. It is, however, one more in a list of objects 
commonly cons idered Pennsylvania Dutch, but which 
are in the family by adoption rather than by birth. 
The story of the usual kind of spatterware is well 
enough known that the subj ect needs only a minimal 
repetition here. It was an inexpensive Staffordshire 
export ware made in the early 19th Century, was gaily 
decorated in a limited range of patterns, and was 
shipped principally to Pennsylvan ia . In a day when 
the great potterie of England were going full blast, 
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and when the market for tableware at home was ex-
ceeded only by demands from abroad, decoration, al-
though it had to be a t leas t reasonably competent, 
a lso had to be achieved speedily. While assembly-line 
methods had not yet come to perfection, there was a 
degree of specialization among artist-decorators. Thus, 
a completed pla tter, gravy boat, or whatever might 
well serve as a demonstration ground for the efforts 
of a number of workers. 
It was at this point-with the need for quick ac-
complishment paramount- that the process of spa tter-
ing appears to have come into being. H and-done de-
signs, whether simple or elaborate, were time-consum-
ing. An independent a rtist creat ing a single rose might 
devote to the act any amount of time he saw fit; how-
ever, a man making his living by p ainting roses, as 
nearly identical as possible, on all the pieces of a 
dinner set had to find some way of speeding up the 
total process . Thus it is that pieces of conventional 
spatterware normally have two components in their 
decoration: the hand-drawn, hand-colored central de-
Conventional s~atter decm'ation in three widely differing wares, all antedating stick spatter: middle, 
17th Century tm-glazed Delft deep plate; left , 18th Century Leeds saucer; right, 19th Century "ed spat-
ter creamer with red, white, and blue tulip . 
Covered vessel in late 19th Century spatterware. This 
kind of decoration is found also in green and ,oed . As a 
rule it is only heavy objects-pitchers, mixing bowls, 
toilet sets- which were subjected to this thin spatter-
ing process. 
signs, and a su rroundi ng field of dots or dabs of color 
created by dipping the su rface of a damp sponge in to 
dry pigment and applying it a t will to the object 
before it went to the kiln. T his spattered area fill ed 
out the tota l su rface satisfactoril y and helped to give 
the illusion of more decora tion than was actually there. 
The proportion of the object decora ted by spattering, 
as compared with actual d rawi ng or p ain ting, was 
All articles shown are from 
the Robacker Collection. 
Photography by Stephen A. Karas, 
Hartsdale, New York. 
subject to varIatIOn. R arely, the entire top or upper 
surface was spattered, usually in blue, occasionally in 
red. T he effect here is likely to be one of heaviness, 
not especially attractive. The opposite extreme is that 
of a narrow line of spatte r, not more than half a n 
inch wide, around the circumference of cup, plate, 
saucer, or whatever the object being "painted." And 
between the extremes, of course, lie myriad variations, 
some attractive, some less so. Least effective is per-
haps the thin border on the edge of a piece which h as 
an overly small or comparatively colorless handdrawn 
motif-the dove-and-olive-branch pattern, for example. 
M ore satisfying to some would be the wider, overlapping 
areas of blue, pink, and green crowding in closely upon 
the cent ral motif. Some p refer their spatter confi ned 
to irregular areas serving as clouds, as foliage for trees, 
or as grass . All these are admittedly personal pref-
erences, with no greater intrinsic value attaching to 
a nyone than to any other. 
The spa ttering process, incidentally, was not limited 
to what we call spatterware. Too handy-and too 
effective, for that matter- not to have sprung into 
being long ago, it is found on such widely varying 
pieces as early D elft-from which it m ay well fi r t 
have been borrowed by the Staffordshire potters- Leeds 
17 
Stick spatter at what is /lSI/ally regarded 
as its best. The ll-illcb platter is ill purple 
and green. The dil1ller plate is in red 
and green and has been dubbed the holly 
pattern. 
Child's set; red stick figures set within a bor-
der. The shape of the cup is especially good. 
Demi-tasse size, but actually pieces intended for children's 
use. The central saucer and the cup to the right are in 
brilliant red, yellow, and green. Cups with handles and 
those made without them occur with about equal fr equency. 
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wares, 18th Century Prattware, and common kitchen 
ware. 
Apparen tly an attempt was made to keep spattered 
surfaces or areas sharply defined as to their essential 
dotted quality; very few smeared pieces are discov-
ered-a possible indication either that workmen took 
pains to be careful or that marred pieces were destroyed. 
There is one ware, however, mentioned here prin-
cipall y to avoid misunderstanding because of its name, 
in wh ich the spattered dabs were intended to run or 
smear in the kiln in the firing process : sponge sp atter. 
Sponge spatter is almost always blue-a rich, beautiful 
blue, a thin , washed-out blue, blue evenly or irregularly 
laid out over white, and a dozen in-between variations 
of blue. At its best it has con iderable artistic merit. 
It belongs with the spatter fra ternity because it started 
as spatter, even though it became something else. 
The use of blue pigment as decoration for pottery 
was apparently always a problem for all but the most 
ki ll ful artisans. If one looks at the long progression of 
Engli~h-made table wares with his mind focused on 
competence in the use of blue pigment-often a 
pu lv('l"ized vitreous cobalt-and considers blue Delft, 
Gaudy Dutch, R oyal Worcester, Gaudy Welsh, Flow 
Sugar and creamer 
by Villeroy and 
Boch (German). 
Th e squares are 
blue, the central 
crosses yellow, and 
the remainder is in 




Blue, biue sponge, stick spatter, and still others, he 
can not escape the realization that if any color tended 
to get out of hand in the firing, it was blue. Seeming-
ly, no matter what the precautions taken, it was likely 
to run. The person, then, who wanted it to run, and 
who thus created sponge blue, made a virtue out of a 
situation innately devoid of virtue. 
The full story of sponge blue has yet to be told-
but its first maker may not have been a Staffordshire 
potter at all; the chances are equally good that he 
was an American, and that he was familiar with Amer-
ican Rockingham and / or Bennington operations. There 
are strong points of resemblance in the mottling, streak-
ing, and general markings of sponge blue and of Rock-
ingham, allowing, of course, for the fact that one was 
blue and one was brown. A mystery in connection with 
sponge blue is that so many of the pieces have minor 
imperfections in the potting ; a creamer will have part 
of a decorative scroll missing; a vegetable dish will 
have what looks suspiciously like a flat chip on the 
base-but under the glaze. Someone has put two and 
two together, in consequence, and come up with the 
suggestion that sponge blue is essentially a salvage 
product- imperfect pieces, originally intended for other 
kinds of decoration, spattered after hours by workmen 
who might then claim the product for their own. In 
this theory, the blue was used so that none of the 
faulty pieces might find their way back into the "good" 
output. The theory at first blush seems tenable, but 
there are a good many unanswered questions, among 
them this one: If sponge blue is really non-brown 
Rockingham, why are there so few overlappings in 
shape with the real thing? 
We know that spatter-sponge spatter, that is-was 
made at East Liverpool, Ohio ; pieces marked "ELO" 
are in the hands of various collectors. Firm ' claims 
are made that it was also produced in southern New 
Jersey. It probably was-and also at Buffalo and at 
other places if the "salvage" theory is valid. 
A late, heavy ware in a kind of sponge blue is .now 
engaging the attention of a few collectors. The spat-
Much sought for are stars, either the 
red-centered green-rayed pattern at 
the left or the red and blue 8-pointed 
one at the right. ote that in each 
case the artist was in less than per-
f ect control . 
Simple but effective pattern in very dark blue against 
dead white. 
Wide differences in taste are represented here. The dark 
brown border and heavy red areas of the plate at the 
left stand in marked contrast to the plate at the right, 
with its chaste Roman Key motif. The rabbits on the 
drinking mug are in transfer design. 
tering is thin and consists largely of wavering, indistinct 
circles and fragments of circular dabs. The color is 
oftenest pale blue but occasionally green or red-and 
sometimes a superimposition of all three. The pieces-
mixing bowls and pitchers of various sizes are most 
often found- were obviously designed first of all for 
heavy duty and only secondarily to delight the eye. 
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So much for what stick spatter is not. It is not con-
ventional spatter ; it is not sponge blue; nor is it an off-
shoot of Rockingham or Bennington. Some is indis-
putably American- but some is English, or H olland 
Dutch, or German, or Belgian, or Austrian, and is so 
ma rked on the back. There can be little question of 
its widespread popularity ; three seemingly identical 
pla tes, for instance, may have been made in Germany, 
in Holland, and in England. The best guess as to its 
age is that it is closely pre- or post-Civil War- but 
there are those who claim earlier dates than that-at 
least as ea rly a's the 1840's. The triangular placement 
of kiln marks is identical with that of early spatter-
wa re. It is not porcelain, although occasional pieces 
approach translucency; if a distinction ' can be m ade 
among the inexpensive wares which combine the qual-
ities of what should be called soft paste and what 
should be considered pottery, it is u sually closer to pot-
tery of good quality than to soft paste. The range is 
broad- and what it is made of does not really matter. 
What does matter is the hand decoration-the design 
on the little sponge tacked to the end of a stick, dipped 
Bowls of English ironstone, shown inverted to 
emphasize the pattern. The big fellow at the 
left is 8 inches in diameter. 
The 6-inch pitcher in 
the middle and its 4-
inch companion at the 
left are decorated in 
blue; the piece at the 
right has th e much 
rarer combination of 
brown (middle band) 
and light green (rim 
and handle). 
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into the pigment, and applied to the object before 
glazing. One significant factor is that in stick spatter 
the conventional patternless spatter border is usually 
done away with . In nine cases out of ten, the hand-
drawn and colored designs are also done away with-
but not in every case. Several floral pieces, in p artic-
ula r, combine handwork and spatter in acceptable com-
binations. 
What occurs, then, is an over-all design created by 
the close repetition of a single motif-usually as a 
border or a series of concentric borders, but occasion-
ally as a major motif. In many pieces only one motif 
is used; rarely are there more than two or three. As 
art, this kind of decoration might have to be considered 
elementary; as a device for a manufacturer who could 
not or did not wish to hire a creative artist but still 
wanted his product to look good, it had its merits. 
A contemporary research team, in an impressive study 
of the field of spatterware, including stick spa tter, ad-
Red and green dinner plate at left is of all-stick 
spatt~r deco~ati~n; the lavender and yellow pansy at 
the nght, wtth tts frame of green leaves reminiscent 
of those. on the usua! spatterware, are competently 
hand pamted. The sttck spatter bows in the border 
are probably intended to suggest ribbons. 
vances the opinIOn that much spatter decoration was 
the work of children, rather than of trained, competent 
adults. Certainly, the naIve quali ty of much spatter 
decoration is supportive of the idea. These writers, 
incidentally, prefer the term "design" spatter to "stick" 
spatter. 
One of the inescapable factors in ou r present consid-
eration is that, like so many phases of our American 
culture, antique collecting has been hi t, and hit h ard, 
by the popula tion explosion. Only a limited number 
in any category of collectibles are likely to survive. 
When a half dozen collectors are diligently searching 
them out, one kind of condition obtains; when hundreds 
are playing the game, the inevitable happens: The 
good ten-dollar teacup goes to fi fty, to two-hundred-
fifty, and then, with its chipped and cracked second 
cousin, off the market altogether. There are more col-
lectors-and more money-than collectibles. 
Something like that has already happened to con-
ventional spatterware, good pieces of which less and 
les frequently come to market these days. Sponge blue 
is on its way out of the picture. Spatter has had some-
thi ng like fi fty years of collectibility. Sponge blue has 
had not much more than a deca de, but there are so 
many more people looking for it that in just a few 
years it, too, will be only a memory. 
Stick spatter may well be the "hottest" collectible in 
tableware right now. In a single year or two, good 
pieces have quadrupled in price; in a few more it wiII 
have priced itself out of existence. That's the way the 
collecting game goes. 
Illustra tions can demonstrate, m ore efficiently than 
tex t, the nature and effectiveness of individual design 
Handleless cups and saucers. The specimen in the middle, minus 
its saucer, is the only heart-decorated piece known to the writer. 
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The blue snowflake pattern, attractive in spite of 
the fact that the artist had some trouble in distrib-
uting his snowflakes evenly. 
motifs. The research team mentioned above has ap-
plied names to certain designs or patterns, but for the 
most part dealers and collectors refrain from so doing; 
the territory is too new and too unexplored for names 
to have gained acceptance as yet. A few are inevitable, 
of course; a m aple leaf, for instance, is a m aple leaf, 
and no fooling. A heart is a heart. Others are descrip-
tive to a degree, but a full nomenclature will probably 
be developed about the time the last avid collector has 
added the last piece to his collection! 
Pieces of supposed American provenance currently 
command a higher price than those clearly stamped 
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Platters, which commonly survive in other kinds 
of dinnerware, seem to be rare in stick spatter. 
T he one shown here, with blue arrowhead decora-
tion, is 15 inches in length. The oval vegetable 
dish has a brown and blue floral decoration, and 
is marked Mayer Potter Ironstone. 
on the back "Saar Basin" or "Made in Holland" or 
those which bear the names of English potteries. 
There is nothing thus far reported to make us sup-
pose that stick spatter, whatever it was called in the 
beginning, has been manufactured in America in the 
past hundred years. Some of the European pieces, 
however, have an all but contemporary look and feel 
abou t them. 
Wha tever their age, these off-beat pieces, coming 
almost at the end of the days of general hand-decora-
tion, are interesting. There m ay be food for thought 
in an incident of only a few years back : A matron 
of advancing years, in Central Pennsylvania, decided 
to dispose of her cherished accumulation of china ware, 
glass, etc., among her daughters and daughters-in-law 
acco rding to their preferences, but with some attention 
also to primogeniture. These women, in rotation, took 
their pick. One of them obviously had to be last, and 
this least-favored person had to content herself with 
something for which she really did not care. Since in 
her mind there was little from which to choose, she 
decided to take a somewhat conservatively decorated 
dinner set, as much for its completeness as for its at-
tractiveness. Though she did not know it at the time, 
she was acquiring what may well be the only complete 
stick spatter dinner service, snowflake pattern, in exist-
ence today-a fabulous possession. 
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By DANIEL B. REIBEL 
When any object made by man is presented without 
a person in some relationship with it people often find 
it hard to relate to. They identify more with a human 
being than with an obj ect. When there is a group of 
buildings to exhibit, any exhibit in it tends to be sterile 
without a human. At Old Economy in Ambridge, Penn-
sylvania, we have the center of a once thriving com-
munity. There are seventeen buildings left which were 
once occupied by an active group of German separa-
tists. A large amount of their furnishings, a rchives, 
music, and clothing has survived along wi th the reas-
onably intac t buildings. No matter how welI we r~­
stored the buildings and furnished them there was stIlI 
one ingredient missing-the human being. 
The H armony Society was founded by J ohann Georg 
Rapp ( 1757-1847) , who was born in the Swabian area 
of Germany. H e brought his followers to this country 
in 1803 and founded the town of H armony, Pennsylva-
nia, in 1804. In 1805 they formall y organized them-
selves into the H armony Society ( Georg Rapp mit 
Gesellschaft ) and in 1807 celibacy was adopted as a 
C1'aft s11lan Alex Larson, who has been work ing in 
w ood f or almost seventy years, ~emollst~at es how 
one uses a "kick" lathe. Olle Ihmg whtch added 
realism to this c1'aft is that it was dell~o11Stra~ed 
in the Cabinet Shop of the Harmony Soclety, usmg 
their tools. The visitor could see the products of 





general rul e. From 1814 to 1826 the community was 
es tablished at' ew H armony in Indiana. In 1826 they 
returned to Pennsylvania and founded the town of 
Economy. After R app's death in 1847 they went into 
in vestments and eventually built the town of Beaver 
Falls, the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie R ailroad, and 
many manufacturing plants. They were among the 
fi rs t in the oil business. In 1902 they sold their farms 
to U. S. Stee l for the American Bridge Company plant 
and in 1905 the la t three ,members dissolved the Soci-
ety. The portion which is now the museum was es-
cheated to the state in 1916 and this accounts for its 
preservation. Old Economy is now administered by 
the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission. 
Since 1938 the Commonwealth has been restoring 
Old Economy to its state before 1850. In 1965 the 
Museum was reopened to the public with exhibits on 
a lI ground-Roor rooms. Since that time new exhibits 
have been opened and the existing exhibits refined. 
As Curator, being responsible for the exhibits, I of 
course feel that they a re as good as conditions allow, 
ranging from fair to excellent. H owever, they had 
the one majo r failing of exhibits in a restoration-
they did not have people in them. We wanted more 
than just a human being standing there-we wanted 
a human being who would look as though he belonged 
and who would be doing something relevant to the 
exhibit. 
M ajor restorations, such as Colonial Williamsburg, 
Old Salem, Sturbridge Village, etc., have craftsmen 
continually working in their buildings, and this has 
been a very successful interpretive device. These crafts-
Photographs by D AN E. STAUFFER 
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men become part of the exhibit and can be a working 
exhibit with a talking label. We decided to do the 
same thing at Economy. The only thing we lacked 
was the fina ncial resources of the above museums. 
However, there is always a way. We had people. 
The human needs were met first. The most import-
ant thing in these events involving a large number of 
volunteers is the chairman. Without a good chairman 
you might as well not try it at all. We found our chair-
man in Mrs. Charles Andrews, Beaver Falls. Mrs. 
Andrews had been a docent (volunteer guide) at Old 
Economy since we reopened in 1965. She had partic-
ipated as a chairman or volunteer in almost all of our 
activities in this four-year period. She turned out to 
be one of the best chairmen I have ever worked with. 
Mrs. C. W. R eed, Beaver Falls, who is an outstanding 
spinner and dyer agreed to be our craft chairman and 
she found most of our craftsmen. Also serving were 
Mrs. David Black, Sewickley, Mrs. R obert M errick, 
Beaver, and Mr. Len Szafaryn, Baden. The sponsoring 
organization was the H armonie Associates, Inc., a 
private organization attached to Old Economy. 
What we wanted to do was to put the appropriate 
craft into the proper building: churning and baking 
in the kitchen, weaving in the loom room, printing 
in the print shop, etc. We sat down and sketched 
out a plan of the museum and indicated an activity 
for each building. Then we tried to find the crafts-
man to fit that activity. We were a lot more successful 
than we anticipated, eventua lly finding about twenty-
five crafts or activities for the festival. 
One needs a catchy name for one of these festivals. 
We selected the title "Kunstfest." The modern German 
word kunst means art, essentially a fine art, but at one 
time it meant the art or craft of making almost any-
thing. For instance, one had the art of cabinetmaking. 
This may not concern scholars especially, but a tricky 
title which is easily pronounced and remembered is a 
great help in promoting a festival. We wanted many 
people to corne to this event. If one has a lot of money 
one can afford to have these things for the few people 
of culture who can appreciate them, but we, as a 
publicly-supported museum, felt we had an obligation 
to encourage as many people as possible to corne to 
the Kunstfest. Besides, I had never met any of these 
few people of culture. H as anyone . . . ? 
There were actually three different themes which 
wen t on at the same time: The first and most import-
ant was the crafts; the second was the museum itself ; 
and the third was other events held with it. All three 
needed a staff. While we were assembling our crafts-
men we also assembled a group of ladies who were to 
act as hostesses. They were assigned to a specific house 
or room and were taught enough to answer any ques-
tions about the specific place that a visitor might have. 
It is the finding and organizing of all these people 
which makes a good chairman so important. Our 
guides and docents we used for more responsible posi-
tions. 
For the third class of activities-events-we t ried to 
have something going on at all times. This was not 
done just out of the goodness of our hearts but helped 
keep the crowd moving and broken up in small groups. 
We had several movies on crafts from Colonial Williams-
burg shpwn in the Schoolroom. Again, this is an activity 
closely related to the original use of the room. One 
of the fi lms, "The Cooper's Craft," was outstanding. 
I would recommend that everyone see it if he has the 
chance. Colonial Williamsburg will rent it at a modest 
charge. The other three films were not so successful 
as this one but certainly entertained the visitors. 
The most important event held in relation to the 
Kunstfest was the concert of H armonist music. When 
interpreting a life style it is important to have sounds 
and smells, as well as sights. The H armony Society 
was quite musical and we have large holdings of their 
music. Mr. Richard D . W etzel is currently writing his 
When people watch a craft such as spinning they cannot 
believe that at one time all yarn was made in this fash-
ion. It helps explain the difference in the way of life 
of the period before 1850 and our own. The spinner is 
Mrs. Curtis Reed, who also specializes in dyeing, and 
who was our Chairman of Craftsmen. 
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Ph.D. dissertation on the music of the Harmony Society 
at the University of Pittsburgh. He is our Archivist for 
the Music Collection and has almost completed a cat-
alogue of the collection . Using this as the basis, Mr. 
Wetzel has presented a number of concerts of Harmon-
ist music in the past. This music collection consists of 
about fifteen cubic feet of music written by members 
of the Harmony Society, written for them, or used by 
them. The Harmonists were not quite so sophisticated 
as, say, the Moravians, but there was some good music 
in this collection. We were fortunate in securing a 
grant from the National Foundation for the Arts to 
help present this concert. It was given in the large 
Feast Hall. In this Saal or hall the Harmonists had 
their periodic feasts. With the music we were able 
to duplicate the original Harmonist music in the orig-
inal building. This conveyed feeling, one of the hardest 
impressions to give in a restoration. I had someone 
tell me after a concert that anyone who could write 
and listen to music such as that was not a simple 
peasant! This is the effect we were trying to achieve. 
If you are interested in how these events are plan-
ned, we held the concert at 8: 00 p.m. although the 
festival ended at 5: 00 p.m. The reason for this is 
that once you get a large number of people to thc 
museum they tend to stay. The concert gave them 
something to stay for. Another reason ·is · that we 
served a "German" dinner as one of the events. This 
had the double effect of giving the dinner-goers some-
thing to do after the meal and assuring us an audience 
for the concert. The dinner itself was a roaring suc-
cess and we could have sold it out ten times over. 
We served it in the Granary of the Society. This is a 
large mill-type 6uilding in its original state. Eating 
Sights, smells, and sounds 
are an important part of 
the craft festival. The 
wine-making demonstra-
tion shows how a com-
plicated process was per-
form ed with crude equip-
ment. The whole wine-
making process was per-
formed as a craft with 
grapes picked on the mu-
seum grounds, stamped in 
old wine vats by foot , 
pressed on an old Har-
monist press, and placed 
in an old barrel. 
III it IS a real adventure and people consider it an 
exciting part of the tour. We served sauerbraten as 
the main course 
In addition to the dinner, the concert, and the movies 
as events, we also had a band concert on the Sunday 
of the festival. This was done by James Sebastian's 
orchestra. It was presented in our formal garden and 
consisted of typical band music of the pre-Rock period. 
There were many crafts, and at the possible expense 
of boring you I would like to describe them building 
by building. Visitors entered at the Feast Hall , where 
they could watch the movies, hear the concert in the 
evening, and see an interpretive exhibit on the history 
of the Harmony Society. Just outside the Feast Hall 
is the Feast Kitchen, which was used to cook the meals 
for their festivals. Here we had homemade sausages 
cooked in the original ovens and served with sauer-
kraut. Food is an important part of these events. 
The Harmony Society's Cabinet Shop is still intact 
with its tools, and the museum's only craftsman, the 
cabinetmaker, demonstrated how furniture is made. 
We also had an expert cabinetmaker working in this 
shop as a volunteer. Behind our row of shops we had 
severa'! angora goats to show the original source of 
the wool we were using in front of these sam~ shops 
in the clothes-making exhibit. As far as the children 
were concerned, these goats. were the hit of the show! 
We also had our blacksmith making horseshoe nail 
rings in this area. There is still a company in New 
Brighton with horseshoe nails as part of its name, but 
when we approached them about some nails for the 
smith they said they had not made them for years. 
However, they did get us about twenty pounds of nails 
to use in ' this craft. 
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We had the majo r sha re of the crafts in front of 
the row of shops on the old main tree t of the town. 
This consisted of teasing, ca rding, spinning, and dyeing 
wool. T easing was a good job for yo ung children, and 
we had ma ny helpers through the day. Wherever pos-
sible we tried to get the visitor to help with the crafts. 
We also made candles and soap on the stree t. The 
candlemaker both dipped and molded candles. H aving 
these activities outside posed a probl em, as we would 
have had to bring them inside in case of rain . As it 
was, it rained the morning of the second day but during 
the actua l event the weather was exce llent. We had 
alternate "rain" loca tions for a ll outside events. Some 
had to be outside because they needed fires . 
In the T a ilor' s Shop we demonstrated weaving, shoe-
making, and the tailor's shop itself. We were fortuna te 
in obtaining skilled weavers and this is one of the most 
fascinating crafts to demonstrate. There is a barber-
shop in the T ailor's Shop and we had, of course, barber-
shop quartet singing there. This aga in added the dimen-
sion of sound to the exhibits. The ba ng of the loom , 
bubble of wax, a nd ring of the anvil also were sounds 
which added a real quality to the event. 
In our Store we had some quilters. These ladies had 
the grea test time of their lives in showing off their skill. 
If they had had a dozen quilts for sale they cou ld have 
sold them all. T alking to the craftsmen was also an 
important part of the visit. 
In our typical dwelling, the Baker House, we had 
some ladies making fastnacht s, a kind of doughnut 
made for Fastnacht (Shrove Tuesd ay) . These were 
made by an unusual group of ladies who are excellent 
bakers, among ma ny other things. They had previou ~ ­
ly made a nd served us a meal of spatzels and stew, 
which was a typical H a rmonist dish. This was done 
for our docent's class. These fastnachts were very pop-
ular. They are yeast risen and the visitor could wa tch 
the whole process. The only problem of putting this 
in the Baker H ouse was that the house was too small 
for the crowds who wanted the doughnuts. If people 
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We presented a con-
cert of the music of the 
Harmon y Society in 
their hall. This helped 
the visitor experience 
some of the thinking 
of the Society m em-
bers. The effect was 
excellent . Costum es 
lend to the eff ect. 
have to wait [or something they seem to like it better, 
but the nex t time we did this we put them in a larger 
room. 
In the Grea t H ouse, the home of George Rapp, we 
had a few simple household handicrafts. The one our 
visitors like best was churning a nd we finally had to 
ge t our dairy maid some crackers so she could give 
each visitor a sample of butter. We also had crewel 
embroidery and knitting and would have had a lace-
maker if she had not become ill. Our crewel-maker 
decided she would learn how to make lace and we 
hope to use her for that at the next K unstfest. We 
also had someone demonstrating tole-painting. She 
turned out to be ou r only casualty when she sprained 
her a nkle and could not come for the second day. The 
Great H ouse itself was enough of an exhibit without 
the crafts and next year we are go ing to display it 
without cra ftsmen a nd put the e household crafts out 
on the gallery to help control the crowds. 
We had artists in the garden. One cannot have a 
Kunstfes t without Kil nstler and we were fortunate in 
securing several good ones. 
We wanted the children to remember this festival 
so we borrowed a large milk wagon and h ad a horse 
named Bob to pull it. This kept a ll the neighborhood 
children out of mischief also as we gave all the children 
a ride whether they were a ttending the Kunstfest or 
not. This horse and wagon gave us the most trouble! 
We had a terrible time finding a horse and did not 
find one until two days before the Kunstfest. Then 
we had trouble finding someone to drive it. One of 
our youthful volunteers is a horseman but had had 
only saddle experience. After a few near misses with 
disaste r we found that our foreman was raised on a 
fa rm in M aryland and knew all about horses. H e took 
over driving poor Bob and all the children were happy. 
Just in case there was an acc ident we had the Red 
Cross sta nding by- they used one bandaid in the two 
days of the festival! 
Picking a date for one of these event is very import-
ant. We had originally scheduled ours for the second 
weekend in June, 1969, but when we discovered that 
we already had a wedding schedul ed in our garden 
for that date we changed it to the first weekend. It 
would have been better to have changed the wedding 
date! The first weekend, or the 7th and 8th, was also 
the time of the Three Rivers Art Festival and a big 
nationality program in Pittsburgh, plu s about twenty 
other events. As a result of this we did not get any 
publicity in the Pittsburgh papers. This, in a way, 
was lucky, as we had almost more people than we 
could hand le. O ur publicity was hand led mainly by 
Len Szafaryn a nd me. Mr. Sza faryn is director of the 
Beaver County Tourist Promotion Agency and did an 
excell ent job of promoting us. The reason we picked 
a date early in J une is that it is just before everyone 
goes off on vaca tion ; there is no school to interfere; 
and the weather will be good (hopefully) . 
This was our first craft festival and we had no 
experience on how well it would draw. Our expenses 
were so low ( thanks to volunteers) that we felt 1000 
people would pay all the expenses, but we would have 
considered that few visitors a failure. We draw over 
600 on some Sundays without a Kunstfest. We de-
cided that 3500 was our break-even point between 
success and failure . As it turned out, we had more 
than tha t on the Sunday of the festival. Over 6000 
attended and I am sure that if the weather had been 
better we would have had more. Our usual attendance 
runs a little less than half paid (adult ) . At the Kunst-
fest almost two thirds were paid , which is a very high 
percentage. For years we had been trying without suc-
cess to get local and Beaver County people to come to 
the museum. The percentage of local people attending 
was quite high, perhaps as a re ult of our lack of 
publicity in Pittsburgh but more probably because of 
interest. 
About one hundred volunteers took part in various 
ways. We would not have been able to have this 
Kunstfest without them. It took Mrs. Andrews almost 
two months on the telephone to line up a ll these 
people and get them scheduled. The Kunstfest ran 
only from 1: 00 to 5: 00 p.m. on two days, as that 
is all the craftsmen could work. We sometimes had 
four different people a t one spot during the period 
of the festival and it took a lot of work to make ure 
they were there a nd relieved properl y. We used a 
walkie-talkie a nd runners for communication but la ter 
Mrs. Andrews and I figured we had walked close to 
fifteen miles each day of the festival. 
The K unstfest achieved its purpo e of putting people 
in the museum. Over ten percent of our anticipated 
year's attendance for 1969 visited us during these two 
days. On the basis of this success we were able to keep 
three craftsmen at the Museum all summer, which is 
our busiest season. Also, based on this success, in 
September the H armonie Associates held a fall festival 
called the V ersammlung (gathering ) . Although the 
Versammlung was held on only one day, Sunday, it 
drew over 3000 people a nd also was a success. We 
will hold both events in 1970. 
The Kunstfest not only achieved its aim of putting 
people in the museum as far as the visitor was con-
cerned, it also did this as far as the craftsman was 
concerned. As our various docents, craftsmen, hostes es, 
and helpers left at the end of the festival they all told 
us they had had a wonderful time and to be sure to 
invite them back next year. We will. 
The fascination of the 
visitors is the best part 
of the show. This 
young visitor will 
never forg et that he 
saw cloth made. They 
are impressed by the 
amount of variety that 
can be achieved on a 
two-harness loom. The 
young w eaver, Joan 
Zatchey, was trained 
by a museum staff 
member in an appren-
ticeship pro gram. 
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"'PHRATA 
elationships between l£ext 
And llustration 
By GUY TILGHMAN HOLLYDAY 
The degree to which the illustrators of Pennsylvania 
German manuscripts "were conscious of the implica-
tions and meanings of the motifs which they employed, 
has always po ed a diffic.ult problem," writes Donald 
A. Shell ey in his study of Fraktur-Schriften.' Shelley 
identifies three general views that have been expressed 
in the past: 1. the illustrators possessed and employed 
extensive iconographical knowledge, 2. only a few 
familiar motifs were consciously used by illustrators as 
symbols, and 3. the illustrators were motivated purely 
by a love of design when making Frakturs.' 
Perhaps the only way of telling wh~t the intentions 
of an illustrator, now long dead, were, is by studying 
the correlation, if any, between his drawings and an 
accompanying text. 
In the present investigation we will avoid the baf-
fling, probably insoluble problem of the knowledge 
and intentions of secular illustrators of the 19th Cen-
tury. We shall turn rather to the very beginnings of 
Fraktur-Schriften in the United States: the Cloister 
founded at Ephrata, Pennsylvania, by Johann Conrad 
Beissel in the 1730's. We deal, thus, with a group that 
is known to have been familiar with traditional Chris-
tian symbolism. 
Our purpose is not to support or refute any given 
view, but to demonstrate the complexity of the relation-
ships between illustration and text in a single Penn-
sylvania German manuscript, a line of investigation 
which, to our knowledge, has not been attempted be-
fore. Once it has been shown how problematic these 
relationships are even in a text produced by a society 
steeped in the pietistic tradition, investigators may be 
more wary of making claims about relationships in 
Fraktur-Schriften of a later period. As our object of 
study we have chosen the so-called Turtel-Taube Man-
uscript, or Ephrata Codex, because it is one of the 
handsomest and best-known products of the scriptorium 
'The Fraktur-Writings or Illuminat ed Manuscripts of the 
Pennsylvania Germans, The Pennsylvania German Folklore 
Society, Volume 23 (Allentown, Pennsylvania, 1961 ), p. 83. 
' Ibid . 
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at the Cloister. We choose 'it also because it has a 
limited number of illustrations of identifiable objects , 
all of which we will discuss. From it also come the 
decorative capital letters used in the title of this study. 
On March 16th, 1927, the Anderson Galleries 
in New York City offered an unusual manuscript 
[or sale. Their catalogue stated the following: "In-
side the front cover is written in the handwriting 
of John Wilkes, the notorious English agitator and 
Mayor of London: 'April 1775. This curious book 
was lent me by Doctor Franklin just before he set out 
for Pennsylvania' .... Franklin printed the first hymn 
books and other works of the Ephrata community be-
fore they acquired their own press.''' The purchaser 
of the manuscript sold it to the Library of Congress 
where it was placed in the Music Division, its present 
location. The Librarian in his annual report cited a 
letter by Benjamin Franklin in 1772 in which the states-
man declared he had recently received from Peter Mil-
ler (Beissel's suc~e sor ) "'a most valuable curiosity,'" 
presumbly, adds the Librarian, the Ephrata Codex.' 
The report also gives some interesting facts on the 
manuscript: "The index to the 1746 Ephrata Codex 
lists 763 titles (whereas the printed 'Turtel-Taube' of 
1747 lists only 278 ) ; of the 763 hymns in the codex, 
310 have been set twice, ' 69 have been set three times 
and 4 have been set four times, which gives a total of 
a little more than 1,220 tunes and choruses contained 
in the manuscript.''' Finally, on page 110, the report 
quotes the official chronicle of Ephrata and identifies 
its new acquisition with the manuscript made by the 
Brothers for Beissel. The passage in the Chronicle 
reads: " . . . it was resolved, at a general council, 
that both convents present him with a worthy reward 
as a testimonial of filial esteem. This was to consist 
'Sale Number 2146. March 16, 1927. Historical and Lit-
erary Manuscripts and Letters . . . (The Anderson Galleries, 
New York ) , p. 17. 
'Library of Congress: Report of the Librarian of Congress 
for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1927 (Washington, GPO, 
1927 ) , p. 112. 
' Ibid, p. 1 11 . 
of two complete music books, furnished for all voices, 
one of which was to be made by the society of the Breth-
ren, the other by that of the sisters .... On the part 
of the Brethren three of them worked at it for three-
quarters of a year. It contained about 500 tunes for 
five voices; everything was artistically ornamented with 
the pen, and every reaf had its own head-piece. The 
Superintendent' s name stood in front, skillfully designed 
in Gothic text; arou nd it was a text of blessing added 
by each Brother.'" Although modern ascriptions of 
Ephrata manuscripts are suspect, there seems to be 
little doubt about this identification. 
Only a small part of the music in the Ephrata Codex 
is for the Turtel-Taube hymnal published on the Clois-
ter press in the fo llowing year, 1747, with the title Das 
Gesang Der einsam en und verlassenen Turtel-Taube 
Nemlich der Christlichen K irche . .. (H ymns of the 
L onely and D eserted Turtledove, namely, of the Chris-
tian Church . . .) . M ost of the music is intended for 
the many hundreds of hymns con tained in the Z ion-
itischer W eyrauchs-Hiigel ... published for the Cloister 
in 1739 by Christopher Sower in Germantown, Penn-
'Chronicon Ephratense: A H istory of the Communit y of 
Seventh Day Baptists at Ephrata, L ancaster County, Penn'a, 
by " L amech and Agrippa," J. Max H ark, D .D ., translator 
(Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 1889 ), p. 168. 
sylvania. With but a few exceptions, the music for the 
hymns in the Turtel-Taube hymnal of 1747 does not 
begin until page 740 in the manuscript and we there-
fore refer to the latter as the Ephrata Codex.' 
The leaves of the manuscript, larger than those in 
most works from the Ephrata scriptorium, measure 
eight by nine-and-a-half inches. They have been placed 
in laminated sheets for protection and are bound in 
heavy, modern green leather. The dedication and title 
pages are especially beautiful. The dedication page 
[1], which in the present binding stands first, reads 
as follows: 
Fridsam Ein Gesegneter des H errn Und ein Vat er 
vieler Einsamer u. Jungfrauen, die allesamt unter 
seiner fiihrung mit 1 hm in der Creutzes-schule ver-
bunden, den fusstritten des keuschen u. erwiirgten 
L ammes nach zu folgen . Er ist eine giildene R ose, 
die gepflantzet im Paradies Gottes unter der Z ahl 
der hundert und vier und viertzig tausend. Gleich 
wie Er es auch durch seinen unermiideten fleiss 
zu T ag und Nacht, und durch seine hohe Gaben 
erworben, [dies sein? ] iiberfluss von geistlichen 
M elodien uns ist zu handen kommen, gleich wie 
in dies em Buch zu ersehen ist . 
'The original foliation is varied and confusing. We will 
refer to the foliation in pencil visible in the upper right 
hand corner of the recto of each leaf. 
1. - The dedication 
pages of the Ephrata 
Codex, containing ben-
isons from the Broth-
ers, praise of Beissel 
("Fridsam" ) , and geo-
metric designs charac-
teristic of the rest of 
the manuscript. 
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2.-"Die B#tre Sa SE" 
(Th e Bitt er Sweet) 
read the title pages of 
th e Ephrata Codex, 
and conclude with 
"Ephrata in the year 
1746." The decoration 
is not so rigidly geo-
metrical as that of the 
dedication pages, but 
the forms still are not 
natural. 
[Friedsam ["A Lover of Peace," i.e. Beissel], one 
who stands in God's Grace, and a father of many 
solitary and virgins who are bound with him in 
the school of the cross under his direction, to fol-
low in the foo tsteps of the chaste and slaughtered 
lamb. H e is a golden rose, pl anted in God's par-
adise among the hundred forty-four thousand. Just 
as he received it through his ceaseless toil day and 
night, and through his great gifts, [this his] abund-
ance of spiritual melodies has come to us, so are 
they to be seen in this book.] 
The lovely title page [2] which is bound next reads 
as follows: 
Die Bittre Siise Oder Das Gesang der einsamen 
Turt el-Taube, der christ lichen Kirche hier auf 
Erden, die annoch im Trauerthal auf den diirren 
Aesten und Z 'I.£¥igen den Stand ihrer Wittwen-
schafJt beklaget, und dabey in H ofJnung singet 
von einer andern und nochmaligen V ermahlung. 
Ephrata im Jahr 1746.8 
[The Bitter Sweet or: The Song of the Lonely 
Turtledove, the Christian Church here on Earth, 
Which, from Parched Branches and Twigs in This 
Vale of T ears, still Laments Its Widowhood, and 
at the Same Time Sings in Hope of a Second and 
Repeated Betrothal. Ephra ta, in the Year 1746.] 
Around the border of this dedication page, which 
is so large that it must be folded to fit the rest of 
the manuscript, may be seen inscriptions from various 
Brothers of the Cloister .· Because the artists at Ephrata 
liked symmetry, it is probable that there was a t one 
8The first reports of the Ephrata Codex recorded the third 
word as "GUte," goodness. J ohn J oseph Stoudt has correctly 
transcribed it as " Slise," sweetness (Pennsylvania German Folk 
Art : An Int erpretat ion, The Pennsylvania German Folklore 
Society, Volume 2 8 [Allentown, Pennsylvania, 1966], p. 155 ). 
'These inscriptions have been translated by Dr. Stoudt. 
I bid., p . 156. 
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time another piece, a border, on the right hand side 
containing three more benisons like those on the left. 
This probability is strengthened by the existence of an 
old center-fold in the dedication leaf about one inch 
to the right of the present center. 
Unlike many of the manuscripts produced at the 
Cloister, the Ephrata Codex contains no illumination. 
All of the pages-936 in number, not counting the 
dedication and title leaves-are inscribed in black 
ink. And unlike any product of the Cloister writing 
school that we have seen, this manuscript has a complex 
border decoration a t the end of the music staves on the 
recto of almost every leaf. Most of these decorations 
are rigidly geometrical. Others are freer in form [3]. 
A very few are highly decorative [4]. And most im-
portant for our purposes, some contain scenes or ob-
jects that are realistically depicted and not dominated 
by a geometrical spirit, as is so often the case with 
Ephrata illustrations and decorations. 
Artistically, the realistic drawings of the Ephrata 
Codex· are of two kinds: those of high quality done 
with the type of ink used in the rest of the manuscript, 
and those executed in part or wholly in what appears 
to be pencil. These latter are of inferior quality and 
were probably executed after the rest of the manuscript 
had been written. In our investigation of the relation-
ships between illustration and text we will begin with 
the pencil group, for they appear to exhibit the most 
simple and obvious relationship: tha t in which the 
illustrator depicts an object or scene from one of the 
hymns whose first lines are given on the adjoining leaf." 
'"See illustration 3 for a complete page opening from the 
manuscript, showing the location of text , illustration, and 
music. 
[l~ 'jCC" 
3.-Whereas the recto of most leaves in the Ephrata Codex contains a geometrically-designed mast 
joining the three musical staves, the staff decorations on the above leaf are independent and the 
botanical forms are almost natural. Like all page openings in the manuscript, this one is foliat ed 
in the upper left hand corner ({68) CCV). Because the music and text cover both pages, this folia-
tion pertains to the visible parts of both leaves. In the upper right corner of the right-hand leaf 
may be seen a faint page number (203) in pencil. The decorative, flourish es above the first lines 
of text and in the lower center are characteristic of the Ephrata Codex and seldom found in other 
Ephrata manuscripts. The weaver's pattem, on th e other hand, located in the lower center is found 
frequently in almost all Ephrata manuscripts. Th e page numbers on the right-hand leaf (415, 406, 
416) refer to the pages in the Zionitischer Weyrauchs-Hiigel where the complete texts of the accom-
panying hymns are to be found . 
On page 521 of the Ephra ta Codex is a n illustration 
of Christ on the cross [5 J. All three of the hymns ac-
compa nying it are songs of praise of the lord. The 
middle hymn, taken from page 742 in the Z ionitischer 
Weyrauchs-Hugel, begins with an indirect reference to 
the crucifixion." 
IIFu ture references to pages in the Z ionitischer W eyrauchs-
Hu gel, which we will henceforth ca ll the W eyrauchs-H ugel, 
will be made to " ZWH," followed by the page number. Roman 
numerals will be used to indicate verse nu mbers, even though 
there may occasionally be two verses-o f different hymns-
of this same number on a given p age . 
I' I 
1mb lf~r1illf 
I:: ' . 
. I · .' ~ 
InIll\!fr ~ ~o rrl , ~fr l\,r«" to\l1\ll 
. ,~ , ..., I:; .:: ( 
Jerusalem, du Gottesstadt, gedencke jener Plagen, 
da Gott um deine M issethat dich ehmals hart 
geschlagen ... " 
[Jerusalem, thou city of God, consider the grief 
thou once suffered when God severely punished 
thee for thy misdeed. ] 
On page 551 of the manuscript is depicted what 
appears to be one of the Brothers of Ephrata with a 
hoe (?) and a sheet of music [6J. The presence of the 
hoe is probably explained by a terse statement in the 
top adjoining hymn . It reads: 
4.-A few pages 
in the Ephrata 
Codex are highly 
decorative. This 
page opening is 




cially the rose, 
had important 
symbolic mean-
ings for the 
members of the 
Cloister . 
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W ill man mit in dem Himm el sitzen, so muss man 
mit im Garten schwitzen. (ZWH, 416, iv ) 
[If you want a seat in H eaven, you've got to sweat 
in the garden first.] 
The sheet of music was apparently inspired by the 
following verse from the bottom adjoining hymn: 
Das W ort von deiner Kraft das alles m acht und 
schafft, gibt m ir in allen Dingen A nlass von dir zu 
singen. (ZWH, 32, i ) 
[The message of Thy power which makes and 
crea tes all things inspires me to sing of Thee f ot 
all Thy blessings.] 
A third pencil drawing would appear a lso to illu-
strate somethi ng in an accompanying text. On page 
459 of the Ephrata Codex a Brother is depicted among 
trees [7]. The hymn at the top of thc ad joining leaf 
begins as follows: 
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H immels-Lust ist bewust einem S treiter Jesu Christ. 
(ZWH, 658, i ) 
6 7 
6.-Here, apparently, is one of the Brothers 
with a hoe and a sheet of music. Th e design 
surrounding the oval is characteristically 
rigid and geometrical. 7.-1n this oval is, 
apparently, another Ephrata Brother. 
[H eavenly joy fi lls the heart of a soldier of Christ. ] 
The middle hymn begins as follows : 
l ch sehe die Pf/ant zen im Paradies-Feld vom lieb-
lichen Fruhling sehr herrlich aussprossen: nun wird 
wieder sanfte, was vor war verstellt, durch H erbe 
und K atte im Wint er verschlossen. Da stehen die 
Baume mit lieblichem Grunen, so dass es zur 
Freude und Wollust m uss dienen. (ZWH, 98, i ) 
[I see the pl ants on the sweet parad ise fie ld of 
spring gloriously thriving. O nce more grows soft 
now what p reviously was hardened, locked in the 
vice and cold of win ter. There stand the trees 
with their lovely new foliage, giving rise to joy 
and delight.] " 
The rest of this last hymn tel ls of the streams that 
flow from the temple in the midst of paradise, of the 
verdant cedar of Lebanon mountains, the fl ocks of lambs 
and their shepherds, the spring of life, and finally of 
the poet himself and the other faithful ones. The 
figure illustrated in the manuscript on page 459 is 
" The comi ng of spr ing in the Weyrauchs- H ugel may rep-
resent a t least three di ffere n t events: 1. th e season with its 
new b in h, 2. the new birth of faith in the individ ual Christian, 
a nd 3. th e Second Com ing of the L ord and the birth of a 
ew World . An adequate rendering of the part iciple "ver-
stellt" would thus have to combi ne the meani ngs 1. decayed, 
2. hard ened, and 3. d ista nt. 
8 9 10 
.' 
-l ... 
3.-Here we see the Lamb with a banner, symbol for Christ 
rince early Christian times. 9.-The lilies carried by this 
mgel are a traditional symbol for Christ. The illustt'ation 
1ppears to depict the marriage of the church, or of the 
individual Christian, with the H eavenly B1'idegroom, Christ. 
rhe top accompanying hymn, quite appropriatel )" tells of 
!he Second Coming of Christ. 1O.-The crown and palm 
'ree, symbols of spiritual triumph. 
not clothed li ke a warrior. H e is probably an Ephrata 
Brother, and thus a soldier of the Lord. Although most 
of the objects and events of the middle hymn are not 
ill ustrated-and they hardly could have been in so 
small a space-it is likely that the many trees men-
tioned in this hymn gave rise to the depiction of trees 
in the illustration . 
On page 427 of the Ephrata Codex is a crudely 
drawn lamb with a cross a nd banner held by one hoof, 
a symbol for Christ since early Christian times [8]. 
All three of the adjoining hymns praise Christ the 
Savior. The top hymn contains the following lines: 
1 ch ge h gebiickt den gantzen Tag, und folge mei-
nem Jesu nqch, und trag sein Creutz mit Schmert-
zen . .. 
Drum fr eu ich mich in meinem Sinn, dass ich auch 
mit gezahlet bin zur Schaar, die prachtig st~ hen 
mit H arfJ en an dem glasern M eer, und s pulen 
schon dem Lamm zu Ehr, und noch dabey zu 
sehen viel Jungfrauen sehr schon im Gang, di~ 
riihmen mit viel Lob-Gesang. (ZWH, 509-511, I , 
xii ) 
[Burdened I go the whole day long, and follow 
in the way of J esus, a nd bear his cross with 
grief . . . 
And so I rejoice inwardly, that I too am numbered 
among the ho ts that stand 0 gloriou ly by the 
glassy sea, and play beautifully i.n .hono.r of the 
lamb and all the while see many vlrgm WIth lovely 
gait ~ho exalt with many songs of prai e.] 
The relationship between this hymn and its illu tra-
tion is similar to the case of the Ephrata Brother among 
trees in two ways. Fir t, the hymn that most closely 
parallels the illustration contains many element not 
depicted, and more important, there is an element of 
symbolism involved in the relationship. Just as the 
Brother is a soldier only in the extended sense of this 
word, so Christ, mentioned in all three hymns adjoining 
manuscript page 427, is present in the illustration in 
his symbolic aspect as lamb. 
At least two more illu trations in the Ephrata Codex 
exhibit both a direct and a symbolic relationship with 
the texts accompanying them. On page 429 is a buxom 
angel holding two long-stemmed Rowers [9]. The top 
adjoining hymn begins as follows: 
Der frohe Tag bricht an, es legt sich nieder der 
harte Jacobs-Dienst, es wird ihm wieder gegeben 
seine Braut, die ihm vermiihlet, und sich beym 
L ebens-Bronn zu ihm gesellet . 
D er Glantz vom Paradies ist aufgegangen, darum 
wird fallen bald der Welt ihr Prangen, samt allem 
was sie sich zur Lust erlesen: denn wird erst Zion 
recht im Grund genesen. 
D er L ibanon steht schon die Z weige griinen, die 
M ayen th'!ln zur Lust und Freude dienen, damit 
das frohe Fest schon werd gezieret im Gang, wo 
nun die Braut wird eingefiihret. 
Die vor verschoben war, und muste girren in ein-
samwilder Wiist, die sieht man fiihren vom K onig 
aller Welt in seine Kamm er da sie wird seyn be-
fre yt von allem Jamm er. (ZWH, 683, i, v-vii ) 
[The joyful day is here; the harsh labor of Jacob 
subsides. He (Christ ) will receive once more his 
bride, bound to Him in marriage, and be with her 
by the well -spring of life. 
The glow of paradise i!; risen. This world and all 
its glitter will thus soon end , along with al l the 
baubles of its joy. Only then wi ll Zion grow truly 
healthy. 
T he cedar of Lebanon so handsome stands; its 
branches put forth leaves. May time is doing its 
part to bring joy and delight, that the festa l pro-
cession colorful may be, when it introduces the 
bride. 
She who formerly wa cast out and in the wi lder-
ne s cooed alone, we now see led by the King of 
all the world into His chamber where she will bt' 
released from all her grief.] 
The cooing in the wilderness in the last verse certain-
ly refers to a dove. Al though in the W e'yrauc hs-H iigel 
this bird may symbolize various thing, most common-
ly it refers to the church. That it also may refer to a 
single faithfu l per on, the following lines spoken by a 
hymn writer show : 
Du hast mich auch erwahlt, und zu der Zahl 
geziihlt der lieben Seelen, so von dir Tag und 
Nacht und deiner Wunder-Macht so viel er:.ehlen. 
I ch girre Nacht und Tag in vie/em Ungemac h, ic h 
deine Taube: nach deinem sussen H eil ich stets, 
o schonstes Theil.' gar Jehnlich schnaube. (ZWH. 
540-541, iv, vi ) 
rM e Thou hast chosen too, and numbered among 
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those blessed soul s who day and night pra ise Thee 
a nd T hy wondrous might. 
I coo night and day in much di stress, 11 h y dove: 
a lways 0 Lovely Being do I cry brea thless ly for 
Thy sweet grace.] 
Whether the person identified with the dove in our 
hymn is the whole church or a n individual Christia n, 
it seems most li kely that the a rtist who drew the buxom 
angel was representing the bride of the Lord mentioned 
in the accompanying hymn, fo r the Rowers held by 
the a nge l a re quite clea rly lilies, a traditional symbol 
for Christ. 
On page 43 1 of the Ephra ta Codex is a n illustration 
of a crown encircl ing what appears to be a pa lm 
tree [10]. T he top hymn on the preceding page begins 
with the words : " l ch sehe in dem Geist, dass sichs zur 
Em dt e weisst .. . J) [ I know in m y heart tha t the 
ha rvest season approaches . . .] and, like the hymn 
previously discussed, tell s of reunion with the Lord . 
T wo of the ve rses read as follows: 
Die T hriinen-Saat ist hin, die man nach Goll es 
Sinn hier that ausspreiten: man bringt die Fru cht 
nach H aus, so hier gewachsen aus in Schm ertz und 
L eiden . 
Die schone S ieges-Kron ein jeder tragt da von nach 
vollem ringen, und wohl vollbrachtem Streit, da 
sie in Ew igkeit L ob-L ieder singen. (ZWH, 363, 
xix-xx ) 
[The tear-seeds wc ha ve sown according to God's 
will a re gone. We bring home the ha rvest of our 
pain and uffering. 
T he lovely victory-crown we a ll now wear after 
length y strife, and well concluded strucrgle. Songs 
of praise we' ll sing forever.] 
The illustra tion of a tree ra ises a p roblem, since no 
mention of a tree is to be found in the hymns on the 
adj oining page. Although not so common as the crown , 
one of the ma in symbols in the W eyrau chs-H ii.gel, the 
pa lm tree is frequentl y referred to in the hymnal. O ne 
hym n mentions bo th it a nd a crown , a nd bo th objects 
seem to signify the same : fi na l vic tory, thus expla in incr 
why they should appear in the same illustra tion. The 
fi rst sta nza of thi s hymn decla res: 
Die Z eit ist noch nicht da, da Z ion triumjJ hiret, 
da ihrer K inder H and ein giildner Palm-Zweig 
zieret . Sie sind noch nicht gekront, sie werden 
noch verho hnt, und ob sie gleich den Feind be-
siegen, so miisse n sie doc h unten liegen . (ZWH, 
35 7, i ) 
[The time has not yet come when Zion is to 
tri umph, when her children in their ha nds a golden 
palmlea f will carry. Not yet have they been 
crowned, they still must yield to mockery, and 
even though they q uell the foe, they still must 
tay below (on ea rth ) .] 
In another hymn the palm tree is u sed as a symbol 
of virtue, which though strained like the fruitbea ring 
bra nches of a pa lm, will , like them, persevere (ZWH, 
308, iii ) . H ere again the pa lm appears to be a symbol 
for victory a fte r painful struggle, and thus closely re-
la ted to the crown. The illustra tion, then, conta ins 
both a di rec t and a symbolie representa tion of an 
element in one of its hymns. 
But how do we know a n illustrator was inspired by 
the adjoining tex ts when ma king his drawing? I s it 
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11.-Although not mentioned in the accompany-
ing hymns this ark is directly related to the top 
adjoining hymn. It stands for faith in times of 
stress, the major theme of this hymn. 12.-No hen 
and chicks are mentioned in the accompanying 
hymns, but as the symbol of protection, the hen 
relates to all three of them. 
not possible tha t the objects in the illustrations we 
have el i cussed are, li ke the crown, so common that 
they will fi t a lmost a ny hym n ? There is evidenee to 
support such a view. 
Let us take in order the six il lustrations- and eigh-
teen hymns- beginning with the first. If we look to 
see whether hymns on the other five page openings 
mention elements in th is fi rst illu tra tion, we find that 
severa l do. One of the hymns opposite page 55 1 and 
one adj oini ng page 459 mention Christ' s blood and 
wounds (ZWH,4 16, v ; 658, i ) . One of the hymns ad-
joini ng the illustra tion on page 429 mentions ca rrying 
Christ' cross (ZWH, 77 3, ii ) , a nd one adjoining page 
43 1 speaks of the way of the cross (ZWH, 362, iii ) . 
If we turn now to the Brother wi th his hoe a nd 
music shee t, we find that a lmost every hymn on the 
other page openings refe rs a t some point to singing 
praises to the Lord- although usually this is sta ted 
in the form of an exhortation to a ll the faithful ra ther 
tha n to just one pe rson. Som of the hymns also speak 
of sowing gra in or of harvesting, but none fit the il -
lustration so nicely as the line about sweating In the 
ga rden. 
Concerning the third drawing, several hymns ac-
companying the other fi ve illustra tions mention trees, 
and in some the hym nist speaks of himself. Because 
of the indefinite nature of this illustration, the person 
depicted cou ld be the hymnist, in which case the 
drawing would fit with ma ny hymn. With respect to 
the fourth ill us tration, a lamb is frequently mentioned 
elsewhere. One hymn alludes to the gentle face of 
the lamb (ZWH, 33, xiii ), another refers to lambs 
cavorting in the meadow (ZWH, 98, vi), another refers 
to the sac rifi cial lamb (ZWH, 765, ix), and sti ll another 
mentions both the nature of the lam b and its coming 
(ZWH, 362, vi, xiii ) . 
If the buxom a ngel represents the reunion with Christ, 
then, as we have seen, many other hymns touch on its 
theme. The" sixth illustra tion refers to the same time 
period, the reunion, even if stressing a different aspect : 
triumph after great labor. 
If we were to look a t the rest of the tex ts in the 
hymn al we wou ld , of course, find many hymns conta in-
ing passage that fit these six illustra tions. Bu t thi s does 
not prove that it was not the accompanying tex ts that 
inspired the drawings . On the contrary, mos t of the 
illustra tions do seem to fit best one or more of the texts 
adjoining them, and in the case of the illustrations dis-
cussed so far, we feel that they were indeed inspired 
by their accompanyi ng hymns. What this profu sion of 
common objects in the literary texts does suggest, 
though, is the ease with which an association could 
be" made between tex t a nd illustration where one had 
not been intended. 
It could be argued, of course, tha t the Ephrata arti st 
was inspire"d by the whole of the mysti ca l and pietistic 
tradition in mak ing his illustrations, tha t what he drew 
was not inspired just by the adjoining tex ts, but by a ll 
the texts.!" The illustra tion of the crown and p alm 
tree indicates, not surprisingly, that the illustra tor was 
familiar with the various symbols used in the W ey-
rauc hs-Hii. gel. If we can show, however, that there 
is a striking correspondence between one or more il-
lustra tions and their texts, the argument of general 
inspira tion will be weakened, a t the very least. 
On page 555 of the Ephrata Codex is depicted an 
ark [ 11 ]. Although this obj ect is mentioned directly 
on page" 357 in the W eyrau chs-Hii.gel, in the hymns 
adjoining this illustra tion neither the ark nor the Bib-
lical events surrounding it are mentioned. The top 
hymn on the adjoining page, however, begins with the 
following two verses : 
H offnun g macht doch nicht zu S chanden, ob sie 
gleich Gedult begehrt, wenn das Bose ii.b ertstanden, 
wird man auch des Guten wehrt. Bey den zarten 
R osen-Strauchen wachst die D orn der R osen vor, 
muss der Palm der Last gleich weichen, steight er 
endlich doch empor; und wer Canaan will sehen, 
muss erst durch die Wii. ste gehen . 
t:'Such wou ld seem to be the implications of Dr. S toud t' s 
asse rt ion that the folk a r tist is inspired by the collect ive 
unconscious (o p . cit., p . 123). 
H eissts gleich olte wir vertrincken, nun oeht alle 
H offnung drauf, wenn das S chifflein will versin -
cken, wachet erst der H elffer auf, R et/uno kommt 
do ch stets zu rechte, wenn es uns am schlimmsten 
geht, und wenn kommen dunckle achte, Jesus 
Licht am nachsten steht: bricht gleich ein ein 
W ett er-Regen, muss sich doch der Sturm bald 
legen. (ZWH , 472, i-ii ) 
[H ope won't hurt you, though grea t patience it 
demands. When evi l once has passcd, the good 
you'll then receive. On the tcnder ro e branc he 
the thorns protrude beyond the bud. ~1us t the 
palm tree bend beneath its burden, in the end it 
will ri e once more. And whoever Canaan wants 
to see, must first into the desert go. 
Although people often cry, when the ship' s about 
to sink, we will drown, a ll hope is 10 t ; sa lvation 
always a t the right time arrive, when things a re 
going worst. And when the dark nights do fall 
the ligh t of J esus comes the close t. Though the 
rainstorms descend upon you, they soon must pa s 
away. ] 
Clearly, it seems to us, the illustra tor was inspired by 
these two verses to draw an ark as the ymbol of hope, 
of faith in time of anxiety. 
Or let us take the hen and her chicks illustra ted on 
page 55 7 [1 2] and the accompanying hymn . The 
image of a mother hen and her chicks is to be found 
a t least twice in the hymns of the W e),rau chs-H ii.gel. 
" Priede! ach Priede! ach gott licher Priede vom V atter 
durc h Christum im heiligen Geist!" [Peace ! 0 peace! 
o heavenly peace from the Father through Christ in 
the H oly Spirit! ] begins a hymn on page 146. I t 
seventh verse, on the following page declares : 
Kii chlein die bleiben bey ihrer Gluck-Henne, sie 
schreyen, und lauffen den R ab en nicht nach, also 
auch, Seele, nur Jesu nachrenne, dich sii.ndlicher 
Brut h und W elt -V ogel entschlag, so wird auch 
dein H eiland sein K ii.chlein beschirmen, wenn auf 
dich W elt, T eufel und H olle losstii.rmen. 
[Little chicks stay by the mother hen ; they don't 
go crying and ru nning after the ravens. Thu , 
a soul , you too shou I~ fo llow J esu . J ust as the 
p ack of sinners will cast you from their worldly 
nest, so you r Savior will protect H is little chick, 
when the world, the devil and hell conspi re again t 
you.] 
H ymn 151 on pages 168-170 of the W eyrauchs-Hii.gel 
decla res how foolish it is to look fo r peace other than 
in Christ, names the places where m any things of th is 
world find their protection, includi nO" the chick who 
runs to the hen, and then exhorts the soul to tu rn to 
Christ . All three of the hymns adjoini ng the ill ustra tion 
of the hen and the chicks have the arne theme: seek-
ing one's rest and protection in the Lord . As in the 
case of the ark, although the tex ts do not mention the 
chief object in the illustra tion, they undoubtedl y In -
spired the illustra tor. 
A third illustra tion that clearly wa intended to 
rela te to the text accompanying it is found on p age 
788 of the Ephrata Codex, and consists of two a ngels 
holding wi thin a heart, two birds with a crown above 
them and a cross below [ 13]. It is the first of the 
finer ink drawings we will consider a nd one of only 
two drawings accompa nied by a single" tex t, in this 
case a choral from the Eph rata Turtel-T aube hymnal 
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B.-This is one of the 
few illustrations ac-
companied by just one 
hymn. The text is fro m 
the Turtel T aube hym-
nal published at the 
Cloister in 1747, and 
there is a close rela-
tionship between text 
and illustration . 
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of 1747." A major division in the Turtel-Taube, the 
thi rd, begins on page 140. On page 143 is loca ted the 
hymn whose mu ic accompanies the above il lustra tion 
in the Ephrata Codex. In between are everal chorales 
of one sta nza a nd a chorale of nine. The chora le on 
page 143 is to be sung antiphona ll y with the preceding 
one' of nine stanzas. Because the chorale with the il-
lustration is so closely rela ted to the chorales preceding 
it, we consider the tex ts on pages 140 through 143 
to be a unit a nd will rela te them to the illustra tion. 
All of the chorales refer to the reunion with Christ, 
and , in the contex t of Ephrata, presumably also to the 
m idnight masses which were held a t the Cloister in 
expecta tion of the Second Coming. The one-stanza 
chorales of interest to us a re the following : 
( 1) Die Braut des L am ms, als sie erweeket wird 
D ureh die Stimm e ihres Geliebten, ubersleigel im 
J}/op helisehen Geist die M yrrhen-Berge, und er-
blieket ihre zuku fJt ige V erweilung unler R osen und 
L ilien. (TT, 140) 
[The bride of the lamb (either the church or the 
individual believer ) upon being awakened by the 
voice of her beloved, in a prophetic spi rit t ra ns-
cends the mounta ins of myrrh (e ither incense or 
p rayers which rise to heaven ) a nd views her futu re 
li fe among the roses a nd lilies ( the bl essed ) .J 
(2 ) W o der T auben Ein falt pranget in dem rein-
en K inder-Sinn: ist der W eissheit S ehalz erlanget 
m it viel S egen und Gewinn. W ohl dann nun! 
es ist gerathen : ieh vergesse, was ieh w ar. f eh 
bin sonst mit niclUs beladen, weil ieh bin ein 
T auben-Paar. (T .T , 140) 
[ Where the simplicity of doves shines forth with 
the pure spirit of a child, there wisdom's treasure 
has been unlocked with much bl e sin O" and boon. 
How wonderful! It has succeeded. I forge t my 
pas t. I am burde ned no more, for I am a dove 
pa ir (united with the Lord ). J 
(3) W ann zwey verliebet seynd, und sieh in eins 
verpaaren, kann eins des andenl Sehalz und lung-
" We have used the first of the two d ifferen t editions th a t 
were published with the same imprint, and will refer to it 
parenthetica lly as " T .T.," followed by the page nu mb er. It 
contained 359 numbered pages. 
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frause haft bewahren. Der reine Geist, die Taub, 
die mieh an sieh gezogen, hat m ich mil sieh 
gepaart . . . (TT, 140-1 4 1) 
[When two persons are in love and uni te as a 
pai r, then the O ne of them ( the H oly Spirit ) 
can protect the treasure and virgini ty of the other. 
The pure spirit, the dove, who attracted me to 
himself, has now become my mate . . . J 
(5) f eh bin ein Blum im R osen-Thal, die unter 
D ornen sieh ausbreitet, gezehlt zur keuse hen Jung-
fraun-Zahl, die sieh in L ieb dem reinen L am m 
beeidet . W ir ge hn einher und tragen unser Creulz 
auf Erden, bis wir dort mit dem aanlzen H eer der 
J ung/rauen verherrlieht werden. (TT, 141) 
[I am a fl ower in the vale of roses that th rives 
among the thorns. I'm numbered among the vir-
gins pure who have taken an oath of love with 
the lam b. We go about a nd ca rry our cross on 
earth , until with the whole company of virgins 
we'll be glorified in the beyond .] 
The chorale hymn whose music accompanies the il-
lust ra tion and the foregoing hymn bo th mention the 
crown of glory. If the birds in the illustration a re doves 
then in these few chorales a ll the elements of the sketch 
except the two angels are directl y mentioned in a mean-
ingful whole : doves, cross, crown, a nd love-symbol-
ized by the heart. The fact tha t there a re two angels 
a nd two birds emphasize the theme of heavenl y mar-
riage mentioned so p rominently in the chorales. Clea r-
ly these texts inspired the illustra tion. 
A direct rela tionship with a n accompa nying text is 
to be seen a lso with the second of the fine ink illustra-
tions that we sha ll consider. Of the few p ages in the 
Ephra ta Codex which conta in sketches, most have 
only one. Page 209, however, has three scenes, all 
diff eren t, bu t a ll of Golgo tha [1 4 J. 
The place itself is not mentioned in the adj oining 
hymns. In the W eyrauehs-Hugel on page 354, h)mn 
319 mentions Christ hanging between two murderers, 
but the name Golgo tha doc not a ppea r in the hymnal. 
On the other ha nd , because the crucifixion is such 
a centra l theme in the pietistic tradition, we arc not 
surpri cd to find a ra ther direct refe rence to Chri t' s 
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14.-These three scenes on one page each rep-
resent the same event: the crucifixion on Gol-
gotha. Th e middle accompanying hymn relat es 
directly to the crucifixion. 15.-Two birds and 
a cross-like mast. D o they have a specific m ean-
ing related to the accompanying texts? 
16.-What birds are these? Are they related to the accompany-
ing texts? Th e foliag e is strikingly similar to the decoration 
on the title pages of the Ephrata Codex. Does the lack of 
decorative flourish es ot'er the lettering of the hymn texts in-
dicate a different scribe? 
passion as well as to death in general in one of the 
accompanying hymns. The middle hymn contains the 
following verses: 
Will m ich des M oses Eiffer drucken, blitzt auf 
m ich des Gesetzes W eh, dro ht Straf und H alle 
m einem Rucken, so steig ich gliiubig in die H ah, 
und fl ieh in deiner Seiten W unden, da hab ich 
schon den Ort ge fu nden, wo mich kein Fluch-
Strahl treff en kan ... 
Fuhrst du mich in die Creutzes-W usten, ich folg 
und Lehne mich au f dich . . . 
Der T od m aa and ern duster scheinen, mir nicht, 
weil Seele, H ertz und M uth in dir, der du verl-
assest keinen, 0 allerliebstes L eben! ru ht. (ZWH, 
436, iii-v ) 
[When the zeal of M oses threatens to oppress me, 
when the lightening stri ke of the law causes \~oe, 
when punishment and hell do threa ten, I ch.mb 
on high in faith and fl ee into Thy wounded Side. 
In that dear place no ray of curse shall st rike 
me .. . 
If Thou leadest me into the crucify ing wastelands, 
I'll follow and put my trust in T hee ... 
Death may seem to others dreadful , but not to 
me: my soul and heart and strength rest in Thee, 
Thou who deserteth no one, 0 most blessed Life !] 
I t seems very probable these lines inspired the illustra-
tions of Golgotha . 
Before going on to the rest of the ink drawings let 
us consider fo ur illustra tions which may have been 
in tended to relate to their accompanying text, but 
whose rela tion hip we are unable to determ ine. On 
page 547 of the .manuserip t is depicted an unusual 
cross fl anked on either side by dove-shaped birds [15 J. 
All three of the accompanying hymns mention Ch rist' s 
passion. The bottom hymn, which does so most clearly, 
begins as follows : 
So ru ht mein M uth in Jesu Blut und W unden, 
da ge ht und weht ein sanffter L iebes-Wind : ich 
bin mit Sinn und H ertz an ihn gebunden; weil 
ich vor mich da Lauter A nmuth find: dru m pfleg 
ich aern zu sitzen in seinen W unden-Ritzen, zu 
weiden m eine S eel: da bin ich still, wenn alle W et-
ter blitz en, u. ruhe sanfft in dieser L iebes-Hal. 
(ZWH, 652) 
[So rests my strength in J esu ' s blood and wounds, 
there goes and blows a gentle wind of love. With 
mind and heart to him I'm bound ; I see before 
me sweetness pure. And thus I love to sit within 
the fi ssures of hi side. There I'm at peace when 
all the storms a re breaking, a nd gently rest in this 
cave of love. ] 
The middle hymn calls upon Chri t to break the 
chains of the world from the believe r. The world , it 
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declares, views the cross as the Christian's cha ins. The 
eighth verse ca lls on God to release the soul from the 
grave by the strength of the blood of the new covenan t, 
and the fina l verse asks the Lord of Love to crucify 
whatever is not accep table to him . The top hymn 
may perhaps explain the birds that face the cross. Its 
fourth stanza refers to the believers and declares: 
Sie sind die Erstling und die Fruchte, an denen 
Gatt gefallen tragt: die Seele schaut sein Ang-
esichte, die keine Faischheit in sich hegt, des L am-
mes Biut zur L osung fuhret, und sich mit R einig-
keit gezieret . (ZWH, 249, iv) 
[They are the firs t ones, the first fruits, in whom 
God i well pleased. The soul observes His coun-
tenance, if within no fal eness there be, a nd purity 
is its habit. The blood of the Lamb to salva tion 
leads. ] 
If the central object in the illustra tion really is a 
cro s, a nd if the birds represent believers, then the il-
lustra tor has depicted the souls contempla ting Christ. 
But why does the fourth verse speak of His coun-
tena nce? And do the bird reall y represent beli evers? 
We think so, but this is only conj ecture. 
Another illustration we are unable to comprehend 
is to be seen on page 665 of the manusc ript [l6J. 
If there is a connection between the birds among 
vine a nd the accompa nying hymns it is most likely 
to be found in the theme of divine protec tion , repea ted 
so often in the texts. The middle hymn begins as 
follows: 
Wer unterm S chirm des H ochsten sitzt, der ist 
sehr wahl bedecket; wenn alles donnert, krac ht 
und blitzt, bleib t sein H ertz un aeschrecket. Er 
spricht w m H errn: D u bist m ein L icht, m ein H ofJ-
nung, meine Zu versicht, m ein Thurn und starcke 
V este : D u rettest m ich vans ] agers Strick, und 
treibst des T odes N etz zuruck, und schutzest mich 
aufs beste. (ZWH, 404, i ) 
[Who sits beneath the protection of the Highest 
is well covered. Midst the crash of thunder and 
lightening, his heart remains unmoved. H e says 
to the Lord : you a re my light, my hope, my as-
su rance, my tower and strong fortress. You rescue 
me from the hunter's trap, a nd dri ve away the 
net of dea th , a nd protect me to the full est.] 
La ter verses speak of God's protecting wings and sh ield. 
H ymn 4 17 (ZWH, 470-47 1) recounts God's care for 
the children of I srael when they came up out of Egypt. 
The third hymn emphasizes more God's goodness to 
the faithful and His humbling of the proud. 
In hymn number 652 opposite the preceding illustra-
tion the hymnist had termed Christ the vine and called 
himse lf the grape that is nurtured by Him. In another 
hymn the Christi an becomes a branch on the vine, 
Christ (ZWH, 4 16, iii ) . D o the vines in the Ephra t~ 
Codex illustrations represen t God or Christ, and the 
birds represent the believers under his protection? 
There seems to be no way of telling. 
Another bird am idst vines, a bird with the same 
appeara nce as the one depicted on page 665, is illus-
tra ted on page 371. The accompa nying hymns are 
from the Turtel-Tau be. The top and middle hymns 
emphasize God's healing power, while the bottom one 
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17.-111' ho is this person with a cross, rays of glory, 
a chalice (?) and an Ephrata-like habit? What rela-
tionship do es h e bear to the accompanying hymn? 
concerns itself with the protec tion H e gives to the 
faithful. The top and middle hymns also mention 
wine, omething not commonly referred to directly 
in the Turtel-T aube. But once again the meaning of 
the illustration , if it has one, is not clarified by the 
accompa nying hymns. 
A fourth illustration whose relat ionship to its text 
is not clea r i the one accompanying the music to the 
thir ty-fi rst chapter of Jeremiah on page 33 1 of the 
manuscript [ 17]. The figure illustra ted can hardly 
be J eremiah himself, for he is clothed in the habit of 
the Ephrata Brothers. The passage in this chapter 
from the Bible concerning God's love for Israel and 
the new covenant H e would m ake with them un-
doubtedl y had grea t signifi cance for those a t Ephrata. 
Perhaps the illustration is of one of the Brothers taking 
up hi cross a nd following in the way of the prophet. 
A con ide ration of the rest of the ink drawings brings 
us back to the central problems involved in determining 
rela tionships between an illustration a nd its texts. In 
discussing the pencil drawings we have already noted 
the diffi culty caused by the frequent reference in hymns 
to a few centra l motifs, and by the vague nature of the 
drawings which permit them to be associated with 
ma ny texts. A further complica ting fact is the great 
number of objects which may be associated with a 
ingle person . 
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l8.-Does this little 
flower on its own 
plot of ground have 
a specific m eaning 
related to an acco11Z-
pmzying text? 
On page 39 of the Ephrata Codex, in a nother oval, 
is depicted a fl ower [18 ]. Floral motifs are to be seen 
again and again in the hundreds of geometrical designs 
in the manuscript. But this unique little flower stands 
alone on its own plot of ground. D oes it signify any-
thing specific? Did the hymns adjoining it inspire the 
artist to draw it? 
One of the associations of a flower is with J esus. 
And the hymns adj oining p age 39 of the manuscript 
mention C hrist. But then so does a lmost every pietistic 
hymn ever written. Some mention Him by name, most 
mention Him indirectl y through a symbol. Fortunately 
for our understanding of this la tter practice, a few 
hymns in the W eyrauchs-Hugel tell us explicitly what 
represents Christ and why. H ymn 35, for instance, 
reads as follows: 
M ein Vatt er! zeuge mich, dein K ind, nach dein-
em Bilde, und schaffe selbst in mir die neue Crea-
tur, lass mich so gutig seyn so heilig, weiss u. 
milde, durch deiner Gnaden Kraft, wie du bist 
von Natur . 
M ein L ic ht! erleuchte m ich, lass deiner Gnaden 
Stralen mir dringen in mein H ertz, vertreib die 
Finsterniss; ich fall und irre sonst zu allzuv ie~en 
m alen, ja werd ich nicht erleucht, verderb tc h 
gantz gewiss. . . 
M ein W ea zum Vatterland! ach oUne m zr dze 
Plorte, di~ m ich ins L iebe-Reich im Glauben 
iiberbringt , du weist ja, doss dein K necht an 
einem wiisten O rt e schon lang genug gewo hnt, 
und nun nach Freyheit ringt. 
o W ahrheit! heilge mich in aller deiner vVahr-
heit, und bringe m einen Sinn zur rechte n L auter-
keit; vertl'eib den Liigen-geist durch deines W ortes 
K larheit, und m ache m ich recht fes t in allem 
KamPU und Streit. 
M ein L eben! leb in mir, und lass in dir m ich leben ; 
ich bin ja a/we dic h zu m gut en aant::lich todt. 
Du bist das L ebens-Bro d, das einzig Nahru ng 
geben kan m einem matten Geist in aller H ungers-
N oth. 
M ein Liimmlein, still und fromm, rein, heilig und 
unschuldig! ach wircke doch in mir den san ft en 
L ammleins-Sinn, so werd ich auch, wie du, im 
L eiden recht gedult ia, und lasse mich zum Creutz 
gantz willig fuhren hin. 
M ein M eister! lehre mich den Vatt er wa hl zu 
kennen, weil ohne dich, 0 L icht! ich Gatt, das 
L icht, nicht seh; A ch unterweise mich, 1 hn Abba 
recht zu nennen, dass alles m ein Gebet in reiner 
Brunst aescheh. 
A1ein H oherpriestel'! hor nicht auf fur m ich zu 
beten, ach! ru fJe doch m it mir den Vatt er taglieh 
an; lass deinen heilaen Geist mit seufzen mieh 
vertreten, wenn ich im hart en K ampf sonst nieht 
m ehl' beten kan. 
M ein K onig! sehutze m ieh, wenn Satan, W elt und 
Sunde, so sieh in mir noeh regt , auf m eine S eele 
sturmt,' hilf, dass in deinem S ehooss ich allzeit 
R uhe find e, denn der ist sichel' nur, den dein e 
M acht besehirmt. 
M ein H irte! weide mich auf einer grunen Auen, 
und lagre mich im Durst ans frisehe Wasser hin : 
H ohl m eine See I herum; walt ieh aufs eitle schau-
en, so bringe bald zureeht den ausgesehweifJten 
Sinn . 
M ein A rtz t! bin ich verwundt, sind ausgekehrt die 
K raft e, so lass die L iebs-Tinctul', dein theur ver-
gossn es Blut mieh heilen; lass des Geists Erneur-
ungs-L ebens-Saft e mich laben und erfreun, mil' 
starcken H ertz und Muth. 
M ein Freund! vertraue dich do ch besser meinem 
H ertzen, und lass mieh deiner Treu noch mehr 
versiehert seyn, auf dass zu oller Z eit ic h meiner 
See len Sehmertzen getrost versencken darf in deines 
H ertzens Sehrein. 
M ein Briiutgam.' liebe mich, und setze mir das 
Siegel der unverfalschten L ieb, den Geist, auf 
m eine Brust, lass deinen Gruss und Kuss mieh 
schmecken; sey m ein SjJiegel, darinn ieh mieh 
besehau mit aller H ertzens-Lust. 
M ein Ein und A lles.' lass mit dir mieh eins hier 
werden, so wird mir alles nichts, du aber alles 
seyn . Un d nimmet deine Gut mieh endlieh von 
der Erden, so ge h ieh Friedenvoll in deine Freude 
ein. (ZWH, 40-41) 
[My Father! R aise me, Thy child, in Thine own 
image and make within me a new creature. Let 
me be so good, so holy, wise a nd mild as Thou 
art by nature, through the power of Thy grace. 
M y Light! Enlighten me; let the beams of Thy 
grace penetra te my heart and d rive away the 
darkness. I fa ll and go a tray, else, a ll too m a ny 
times. 0 if I be not enlightened, I'm des tined for 
perdition . 
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My Path to the fatherland! 0 open up the portals 
that lead me full of fa ith into the realm of 
love. Thou knowest Thy servant, in the dese rt long 
enough h ath dwelt, and now is triving for release. 
o Truth! M ake me holy In a ll Thy truth, a nd 
purify my mind aright. Drive ofT the spirit of 
untruth through Thy word so pure, and make me 
firm in temptation and in strife. . . 
M y Life! Live in me and let me lIve In Thee. 
Wi thout Thee I am wholl y dead to good. You 
a rc the life-bread, which a lone my jaded spirit 
in a ll its hunger feeds. 
M y Li ttle Lamb, sti ll an~ pious, pure, holy an:! 
guiltless ! 0 bring about In me the gentle SpIrIt 
of a lamb, that I may be like Thee, in suff'ring 
patient, and glady follow in the way of the cross . 
M y M aste r' Teaeh me to know th.e fa ther well , 
for without Thee, 0 lIght! I see neIther God nor 
light. 0 teach me to call Him Abba, to say a ll 
my p rayers with fervor. 
M y High Priest Do not cease to pray for me. O! 
cry daily with me to the Father. Let Thy H oly 
Spirit me represent with sighs, when I amidst the 
stri fe can pray no more. 
M y King ' Protect me whcn Sa tan , the world 
and sin well up within a nd bcsiege my soul. H elp 
me at a ll times to fi nd res t in Thy protection, for 
he a lone is secure whom Thy might defends. 
M y Sheepherd! Pasture me in a green meadow, 
and when I'm thirsty place me beside fresh water. 
Turn my soul around. Should I wa nt to view 
wha t is vain, then correc t my errant wi ll. 
M y H ealer! When I am wounded, when m y 
strength is gone, let me be healed by Thy love-
tincture, Thy prec iou -spent bl ood. Let the life-
renewing of the spirit chee r and refresh me, 
strengthen m y heart and will. 
M y Friend! Trust better in my hea rt , and let mC' 
more sure of Thy fa ithfulness be, tha t I m ay at 
a ll times res t the g rief of my soul in the hollow 
of Thy heart . 
M y Bridegroom ! Love me and place upon m )' 
breast the seal of pure love, the Spirit. Let me 
know Thy greeting and Thy kiss. Be my Mirror, 
in whom I view myself with a joyful heart . 
My One and All! Let me here be one with Thee. 
then will a ll I have be nothing, but Thou willt be 
my All. And when Thy kindness takes me froIll 
this earth , I'll go in peace into th y joy. J 
Another hymn with a catalogue of the symbols for 
Christ, number 37, mentions Him as a flower : 
D u bist m ein Garten, da ich mich in stiller L ust 
erge tze, m ein liebstes BLumlein, welches ich darein 
zur Z ierde se tze; m ein R osgen in dem Creutzes-
Tha l, da ich mit D ornen ohne Zahl oft m einen 
Gang verletze. (ZWH, 44, xvi ) 
ry ou are m y ga rden where in silent joy I revel, 
my beloved little flower which I place therein for 
decora tion, my little rose in the valley of the cross, 
wherein midst countless thorns, l oft in pain have 
trod. J 
This hym n of eighteen verses also dec la res Christ to 
be the hymnist' s joy, wonderful light and sure path 
to heaven, the truth , his life, hi s sweet heavenl y bread, 
drink and spring, his most lovely clothing a nd jewelry, 
his castle a nd safe house, the sheepherd of his soul , hi s 
pasture, bridegroom, high priest, lamb, king, fri end , 
brother, hea ler, nurse, hero, armor, shield a nd sword , 
comforter in sadness, ship, anchor, compass and m ag-
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net, lodestar, riches, his heights when in the depth , 
his suga r in sauer places, hi s solid roof, his delight, 
da il y work, thought, dream, sweet rest, a nd the curta in 
before his bed. Finally, in the last ver e the breathless 
hymnist cri es out: 
Was soll ich, S chonster! wol von dir noch weiter 
sagen konnen? ich will dich m eine Liebs-Beaier, 
m ein einig Alles nennen, denn was ich will, das 
bist du mil' ... (ZWH, 44, xviii ) 
[What more 0 Lovely Person sha ll I say of you ? 
I'll ca ll you the obj ect of my love, m y one and 
all , for what'ere I wa nt, tha t you a re to me ... J 
The e fin al lines express well the mystica l-pietistic 
Christi an tradition and we need quote no further. The 
number of objects tha t have been identified with Christ 
a re as unbounded as the huma n imagina tion a nd a 
la rge number indeed have found their way into the 
pages of the W eyrauchs-Hu ael ." The significance of 
this for the rela tionship between illustra tions a nd their 
tex ts is that the possibilities of rela ting the two through 
Christ a re a lmos t unlimited and the possibilities of the 
modern student making assoc iations not intended by 
the illustra tor are great. But Christ is not the only 
person with a ca talogue of symbols in the pages of 
the W eyrauchs-Hugel. And to make matters worse, 
many of the same objects assoc ia ted with Christ a re 
assoc ia ted wi th other persons also. 
The inhabita nts of the Eph rata Cloister were not 
on ly pious and physica lly industrious, they we re also 
learned. H ow widespread the knowl edge of various 
languages was among the members, and precisely what 
mystical traditions they were steeped in, we may never 
know.'" That they were concerned about religiou learn-
ing, the products of their press a lone give sufficient 
evidence. Their queen of knowledge they ca lled Sophia, 
and to her the following hymn was addressed: 
Ein jedes Ding ndhrt sich aus seines Ursprungs 
L eben, und w as es in sich zieht , das kan ihm Nah-
rung geben. Ein Th ier holt seine K ost aus dieser 
Erden K oth, und, weil es irdisch ist, fdllts wieder 
in den T ad. 
E in Geist, del' himmlisch ist, sucht hoher seine 
S peise, isst von dem hochsten Geist auf gantz 
geheime W eise: die L iebe nohret ihn, aIm alle 
fremde K ost; die Liebs-ge bdhrerin, Sophia, ist 
sein T rost . 
Sie ist ein susser Tra nck, ein san ft ge falln er R egen, 
der alles wol er frischt; sie ist der grosse Segen; der 
susse H onig-T hau der schonsten Gott es-Braut, der 
reichlich den begiesst, der auf ihr W ollen schaut. 
W er nach ihr durstig ist, dem will sie sich ergeben; 
und der denkt weiter nicht in andrer Lieb zu 
Leben: sein L eben, S eel und Geist und L eib, sind 
heimgestellt in ihre volle Macht ; er thut, was ihr 
f?e fdllt. 
" In his second chapter, " Sources of Pennsylvania German 
I co nography," Dr. Stoudt traces the main course of the tradi -
tion and notes man y more objects identified with Christ. Op. 
cit. , pp. 21-56 . 
''' Pri mari ly, as the hymns in the W eyrauchs-Hugel show, 
the Cloister foll owed the German pietistic tradition of the 
seventeenth century. The claims of the most prolific histori an 
of the Cloister, Julius Friedri ch Sachse, that Beissel and his 
group were also R osicrucians have bee n denied by H enry S. 
Bornema n, but the question of wh at trad itions they did follow 
is st ill unanswered. ( Pennsylvania German Illu minated M an-
uscripts ., Proceedings of the Pennsylvania German Society, 
vol. 46 [Non'i town. Pen nsylvania, 1937], p . 51). 
Die W eisheit ist die Braut; die ist, statt aller 
Frauen, von Gatt ihm furge.ltellt, sie immer anzu -
schauen. W o blieb ein Geist sonst keusc h? was 
hatt er sonst nicht lieb, wenn ihn S OjJhia Z ug 
nicht zum Gehorsam trieb? 
Wie oft ist auch ein Felss zu der Erweichung kom-
men, wenn ihm die san fft e L ieb den harten Sinn 
benommen? ein' Mann lasst Eltern, W eib, K ind, 
Freund und alles stehn, wenn er im W eisheit -Licht 
die rechte Braut kan sehn. 
leh halte den fur todt, fur unweiss und verkehret, 
der diese Schonheit sieht, und sie doch nicht begeh-
ret zu seinem Eh gemahl. D er ist ein K lot z und 
Stein, den nicht bewegt ihr Glantz und ihrer L iebe 
Schein. 
Salt sie die gantze W elt nach ihrem Sinn re aieren, 
wie wurd ihr hoher Geist den S cepter richtig fuh -
ren .' deT groste Potent at mogt um die Wit z zug-
leich zum aussern setzen zu ein inmes K onigreich. 
Die R echte, die man wurd in solchen R eichen 
treiben, die solten L iebe seyn: da ware wol gut 
bleiben, wenn jeder Unt erthan auf W eisheit war 
bedacht, und Gott es L ieb und L ob war in den 
S chwang gebracht. 
Man wurde K rieg und Streit, N eid, Umecht, 
Zorn und H assen, in solcher BUTgerschafft gantz 
unterwegen lassen : da ware kein Process, noch 
Execution: nur L eben, FTied und Freud, war 
aller Burger L ohn . 
Mit Liebe wurden se'yn die V estungen umgeben; 
man konte sic her fort auf allen Strassen leben . 
K urtz: W eisheit war die Kost, die K leidung u. 
der Schutz. uu allem ist sie gut: Zu allem ist sie 
nutz. (ZWH, 117-118 ) 
[Every living thing nourishes itself from the source 
of its life, and whatever it takes in can give it sus-
tenance. An a nima l deri ves its strength from the 
earth, and, because it is earthly, it returns to dust. 
A spirit that is heavenly looks higher for its food, 
eats from the highest Spirit in a very secret way: 
love nourishes it, without any foreign fare; the 
source of love, Sophia, is his consolation. 
She is a sweet d rink, a gen tl y fallen rain which 
everything refreshes, she is the great blessing, the 
sweet honeydew of the most lovely bride of God, 
Who richly him rew.ards, who ponders her desires. 
Who after her does thirst, to him she'd give her-
self, and he then has no desire to find another 
love : his life, soul and body and spirit are at 
home in her great power. H e serves her will. 
Wisdom is the bride. She, a nd not a maiden, is 
given him by God, that he may look upon her 
always. Else where would we a pure spirit find? 
What wouldn't he love, if Sophia 's a ttractive power 
did not keep him bound? 
H ow often have not rocks attained the softening 
point when gentle love has met their hard nature? 
A man leaves parents, wife, children, fri ends and 
all el ~e when he in wisdom's light the true bride 
can vIew. 
Whoe'er this beauty sees and does not long to have 
her for his bride, I consider him deceased, confused 
and unwise. H e is a clod a nd stone whom her 
light of love a nd brightness does not move. 
Did she the whole world rule, according to her 
will, how justly would she with lofty mind the 
scepter wield . The greatest potenate such wisdom 
to possess, would wan t to build a n inner realm, 
to match the one without. 
The rights that govern life in such a place, would 
spring from love. All the world would want to 
stay, if every ubj ect with wi dom wa concerned, 
a nd love and laud of God did there hold sway. 
I n such a tate trife and ,,'a r, envy, inju ticc, 
wrath and hate would soon be cast a ide. There'd 
be no trial or execution; life, peace and joy, a 
citizen' reward wou ld be. 
Bat tl emen t with love would be urrounded, and 
grass we al l could ca t. I n short: Wi dom would 
be the food, the clothing a nd protection. In all 
thing he i good, in all things he is useful.] 
In hymn 152 in the W eyrauchs-Hugel (pages 170-
171 ), wisdom is termed the hymnist's ea l, treasure, 
coun elor, helper, nu rse, hea ling strength, comfort, 
mother, protector, magnet, and fa ithful bride. Occasion-
all y the hymni t also enters the game. Although usual-
ly he term himself a worm, or, less flatteringly, a mag-
got, sometimes he applies element of the same cat-
alogue used for others to himself. 
Still another person is catalogued in the hymns of 
the W eyrauchs-Hugel: the Virgin M ary. H ymn 154 
contains the following verses addressed to H er: 
Du wirst wahl die S chonste bleiben, a du heller 
M orgen-Stern.' den R uhm muss ich dir zuschrei-
ben; denn du fun ckelst weit und / ern. D ir muss 
alles alles weichen, womit ich dich kan vergleichen. 
Du bist aller Sonnen Sonne, heller, als Carfunckel-
St ein, eine Gottin aller Wonn e, schoner, als des 
M onden S chein; schrocklich wie die H eeres-S pitz-
en, die fiir Feinden uns beschiitzen. 
Eine Burg, die stats verriegelt ; und ein Thurn von 
Elffen-Bein, und ein Brunn, den Gatt versiegelt, 
und ein Perlen-Kastelein; ein verschlossner Fruh -
lings-GarJen bist du, Jung/rau schonster Arten. 
(ZWH, 173, ii-iv ) 
[You will surely stay most lovely, 0 Thou gleaming 
morningsta r! This I know because you sparkle far 
and near. All things, all th ings mu t submit, when 
to you I them compare. 
The sun of suns you are to us, brigh ter than the 
ga rnet stone, truly goddess of delight, more lovely 
than the moon' own light ; frigh tful as the enemy's 
ph alanx, you who keep us from our foes. 
Mighty fort that' s always closed, a nd tower of 
ivory, and a fountain that God did sea l and a 
chest of jewels of pearl, a ga rden of sp;ing en-
closed, most noble Virgin Thou.] 
If we look at the objects used to refer to more than 
one person we find there is usually a particular aspect 
of the object which characterizes the referents. The 
magnet is used to refer to God, C hrist, and Sophia 
(ZWH, 189, ix; 346, iv; 171 , xi) . In each case they 
attract the believer and keep him from the world. The 
hymnist call s himself a rose because he is so beset by 
thorns, that is by pain (ZWH, 89, ii ) , and, as we have 
seen, Christ is a rose because of His thorny path (ZWH, 
44, xvi ). A different aspect of the rose its red color 
causes it to be identifi ed in hymn 210 w/th the wound~ 
of Christ. (ZWH, 22 3, i ) . The term bride is usually 
applied to the church or to an individual Chri tian 
longing for the H eavely Bridegroom, Christ. But be-
cause there is to be an equally strong and pure bond 
between Sophia and the C hristia n, she also is termed 
a bride (ZWH, 251, i ) and thus the Chri tian, by in-
ference, becomes the bridegroom. 
M any associations are made with water. There arc 
for example, many kinds of springs : those of grace: 
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life, love and wisdom . But most interesting are the 
fountains. Jesus the fountain of life cools and flows 
into the heart, driving away fear (ZWH, 14, ii ). The 
hymnist asks J esus to transform his heart into a fou n-
tain, flowing full of grace into etern ity (ZWH, 84, vi ii ). 
Just as water emerges from a fountain, all that exists 
flows from God, and so he is termed the fountain of 
a ll creation (ZWH, 82, i ). I n like manner, secl usion, 
a manifold boon to the Christian, is compa red to a 
fountain of blessings (ZWH, 214-215, ii i) . But sin 
can a lso deluge one, and so it is spoken of as a fou n-
tain (ZWH, 120, i ) . 
A delightful simile refers to " lochrichte Brunnen" 
(ZWH, 620, v) . There is but one source of nourish-
ment for the soul accord ing to hymn 546, and tha t is 
God. Human thought, like a leaky wel l, cannot water 
the soul. To conclude, one of the most desc riptive 
ver es identifies Jesus once more: 
Diss ist der Brunn, aus welchem hergeflossen, was 
mich in meiner rvall/ahrt, [ruh und s/)at, an 
Seel und L eib jemals erquicket hat, der sich hat 
Strom-weis uber mich ergossen, dass ich den A ugen-
blick nicht nennen kan, da mir nicht WitTe daraus 
guts gethan (ZWH, 556-557, viii ) . 
[This is the fo unta in from which has flowed, a ll 
that has ever refreshed me in body or oul , early 
and late, in my life as a pilgrim . In a m ighty 
stream it has poured upon me, so that I no moment 
can remember when from it I did rece ive no good. ] 
If we return to the hymn about Sophia tha t we 
have translated, we find still different objects used to 
refer to more than one person. In this hymn Sophia 
is ca ll ed sweet drink, rain, and honey dew. In hymn 175 
(ZWH, 192, x) the hym nist asks J esus to be both food 
a nd drink to him, surely because, like Soph ia, he gives 
spiritual food . In the last verse of the hymn to Sophia 
she is call ed food, protection and clothing. H ow she 
can be spoken of as clothi ng is best ill ustrated by a 
verse from a hym n wherein Christ is call ed the same : 
Du bist mein allerschonstes K leid, mein Zierrat, 
mein Geschmeide, du schmuckst mich mit Gerech-
tiakeit, gleich ais mit reiner Seide; ach gib! dass 
ich die schnode Pracht, dam it die W elt sich herr-
lich macht, als einen Unflath m eide (ZWH, 43, ix ) . 
[You are my most lovely clothes, my finery and 
my jewels, you adorn me with justice so fine, as 
if I were clothed in silk. 0 Lord! Let me avoid 
the na ty gli tter, in which the worldlings find their 
glory.] 
In these metaphors of both food and clothing we 
sec the elements of another problem complica ting pos-
sible rel ationships between illustra tions a nd tex t. A 
symbol, by definition , is a bundle of meanings. Food 
and clothing as used in the above hymn are symbols 
because in addition to their normal da ily significance 
they a re given a more specia lized religious m eaning . . 
The pearl in everyday life is considered precious. 
J e us is dea r to the be liever and thus by extension is 
termed a pearl. But sometimes in the W eyrauchs-Hugei 
the pearl is referred to as a bauble, as a worldly obj ect 
men treasure rather than the Savior, thus adding an-
other extended usage, a nega tive one this time, to it ~ 
everyday sign ificance as pearl. H ym n 499 condemns at 
once several of the chief objects usuall y employed as 
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19.-Most Ephrata manuscript decorations, like the cen-
tral flower in this illustration are very geom etrical. A 
few, like the upper and lower flowers , are strikingly 
natural. 20.-These border masks appear to have no 
specific meaning. 21.-These fac es also appear to be 
purely decorative and unrelated to the accompanying 
texts. 
religious symbols, condemns them in their worldly as-
pect of ephemera l va lues. Speaking of the Christian 
who is aware of the other world , the hymnist says: 
Gold, Perlen, Edelsteine, K ron en, und was ein 
M ensch fur herriich halt, ja warens auch die 
hochsten Th ronen, ich sage m ehr, die gan tze Welt, 
sieht er nicht in dem W ege an, und halt sich wie 
ein wackrer Mann , der nach dem Kleinod recht 
zu streben sich aUes Dinges muss begeben (ZWH. 
57 1, ix ) . 
[Gold, pea rls, precious stone, crown and all that 
people hold to be precious, even the most power-
ful thrones, yes even the whole world, he di regards 
as he goes on his way. H e conducts himsel f like 
a valiant man, who knows how to strive for what 
is dea r, a nd does sacrifi ce a ll else .] 
Jesus is frequently called the Lion of Je se, but in 
a t leas t one hymn in the W e)lrauchs-Hiigel the lion , 
because of its dangerous power, is identifi ed with that 
~hich threa tens the soul (ZWH, 275, ix ). Finally, and 
herewith we return to the ink drawings in the Ephrata 
22.-Do the turtledoves perched here represent the 
Christian or the church, and thus relate to the theme of 
temporal suffering contained in the accompanying 
hymns? n .-There is no appm'ent relationship between 
these huts amidst theit· unusual hills, and the accompany-
ing texts. 24.-This thTee-dimensional scene, very un-
usual for Pennsylvania German manuscripts, probablJI 
depicts one of the Brothers on a trip to Rhode Island, 
and bears 110 relationship to the accompa/2ying texts. 
Codex, the fl ower may be a symbol not only for Christ 
and a ll that is lovely a nd refreshing, but, because of 
its delicacy, for transience (ZWH, 34 1, ii ; 697, iii ) . 
In the manuscript on pages 537 a nd fo llowing arc 
several lovely fl owers which are ou tspoken ly realistic 
[J 9 J. From the foregoing discussion it is clea r the 
meanings that could be ascribed to them a rc numerou . 
The hym ns on the adjoining p agcs conta in no com-
mon theme and we believe there is no spec ific rela tion-
ship whatsoever here between illustrations a nd tex t. 
They may be classifi ed with a group of illustrations 
that are essentia ll y decorative a nd , we believe, were 
done with no relationship to the accompanying tex ts. 
On the bounda ry of the decora tion on page 409 of the 
manuscript a rc two masks [20J. More like huma n 
vi ages are the illustra tions on page 99, for which aga in 
we find no rcl a tion with the tex ts [ 21 J. On page 405 
of the Ephra ta Codex a re two birds [22]. The ad-
joining hymns a rc to be found in the Turtel-Taube. 
Although these hymns do not mention the turtl edove, 
we know the ma iler of the two birds belongs to this 
pecies because it i 0 simila r to the turtl edove (Turtcl 
T aube ) over the capital letter "T" in the Ephrata 
ABC manu cript. " The larger of the two is very imilar 
to the other birds we have seen in the Ephra ta Codex. 
Is this the male dove? The common theme of the ad-
joining hymns i that of suffering in thi world a nd bliss 
in the next. The birds appear to be pu re decoration , 
a lthough as symbols for the churc h or the Christian 
they wou ld indeed fit well the theme of suffering. 
The most unusual illu trations are the few natura l 
scenes with perspective, something very rare for Penn-
sylvania Germa n manuscripts. On page 575 are several 
hu ts p laced in unusua l, hill y country [23]. A simila r 
cabin is depicted on page 627 a nd aga in on page 215. 
Huts a re alluded to in the W eyrauchs-H iigel both as 
huts per se and as symbols of shelter, but not in the 
hymns accompanying these illustra tions. The most 
charming illustra tion, found on page 45, depicts what 
looks like an Ephrata Brother a t the seashore [24 J . 
The Chronicle te lls of a trip takcn by four Brothers 
to ew J ersey and to the coast of Rhode Isla nd , begin-
ning on September 22nd, 1744.18 Since it took ninr 
months to make the Ephrata Codex, no more than two 
years could have transpired between this journey and 
the production of the manuscript. We do not wish to 
claim that in. addition to its ma ny other innovations and 
crea tions the Cloister invented the Brownie camera, 
but it does seem obvious tha t one of its skill ed illustra-
tors commemorated the trip to Rhode Island with th is 
sketch. 
In summary, the question of the rela tionships be-
tween illustra tion and tex t in the Ephrata Codex, a 
in any work of its kind , is extremely complex. \l'/e 
have tried to show, first of a ll , that there are drawings 
that were inspired direc tly, if not a lways solely, by the 
accompanying tex t. These drawings may illustra te 
the text in two ways: by depicting a n object actuall y 
mentioned in the tex t or· by presenting symbols that 
stand for something in the text. 
The rela tionships studied were complex for the fol-
lowing reasons: I. the illu trations themselves a nd the 
objects they portray are often of a vague or general 
nature. 2. A vast range of objects can refer to a single 
person or idea . 3. A single objec t can refer to more 
than one person, a nd 4. An object can have both a 
positive a nd a very different, negative, significance . 
For a ll these reasons it is sometimes ex tremely difficult 
to determine whether a text inspired the mak ing of a 
particu la r illustra tion. We are not satisfied tha t we 
have becn able to distingui h in every case the tru r 
relationship, but we believe we have identifi ed two kinds 
of iilustra tions that werc not inspired by their accom -
panying hymns: the essentia lly decorative and the 
com plete ly realistic. 
" A minute reprod uction of the letter may be seen in Dr. 
Stou dt ', Pen ns)'/vania German Foil; Art on page 144. 
" Op. c it. , pp. 175-77 . 
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REPORT 
Of the Living History Seminar., 
1969 
By WILLIAM P. STEIN 
In an age when young people are finding it increas-
ingly difficult to identify unexplored frontiers which 
are accessible without a great expenditure of time 
and money, the feeling persists that there are still 
discoveries to be m ade concerning things just "under 
our noses," areas which would yield knowledge to the 
serious lay observer. History, as seemingly irrelevant 
as science is unattainable, is unlikely to strike the imag-
ination of most young people. To many high school 
students the prerequisites for discovery seem uniformly 
tedious. Few of them are in a position to recognize 
that in their rela tives' two hundred year old farm in 
New England or Pennsylvania may rest a n accessible, 
albeit hidden, past, the like of which is only just 
beginning to be explored with a schola rship still in 
its infancy, with techniques still being established to 
some degree with an "apple on the head" approach, 
a pioneer fi eld drawing on ma nifold literary, hi storical, 
and scientific disciplines. The unexplored region is as 
vast and unknown as that confronted by Lewis and 
Clark , yet is as within reach as the nearest old house 
or, perhaps, refl ected in the ta les of one's own grand-
parent. 
Largely unrecorded and not understood, the materia l 
and oral components of folklife are so extensive and 
varied that total competency is precluded, so tha t the 
interested person, layman ~r professiona l, is compelled 
to freely consult experts in diverse field s. At a time 
when very little frontier is visible to the "educated" 
nonspecialized novice, fo lklife offers an immedia te a p-
proach to our distant past as well as the promise of 
an inexhaustible supply of readily a vai lable materi als. 
Any interes t will find some aspect of rural folklife to 
which its ta lents can be applied. The skills of the 
artist, architect, mUSIClan, photographer, historian, 
chemist, and archaeologist combine effectively with the 
general experiences of students of almost any educa-
tional background. 
Certainly the Living History Seminar,' conducted 
jointly by the Perkiomen School and the Goschenhop-
pen H istorians, at the very least exposes interested high-
school students to a few of the areas which comprise 
'Arthur J. L awton , "Living History," Pennsylvania F olklife , 
XVI:4 (Summer 1967), 10-15. 
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the study of folklife. Furthermore, the study is not 
superficial or contrived, ra ther it consists of a thorough 
participation in the domain of basic scholarship. Cent-
ering their interest on the accurate recording of a 
M ontgomery County 18th Century settlement site now 
owned by Arthur Jervi , students experience learning 
by pa rticipation, before being exposed to a great 
quantity of formidable folklife theory. At the end of 
the fi rst week each student ha become quite familiar 
with many of the tools used in the site survey: plane 
table, transit, and stadia rod. Every relevant dimension 
of the ite is carefull y recorded and checked ; maps and 
drawings are made, da ta sheets written, photographs 
taken. Already, almost unwittingly, the Seminar real-
izes tha t it has made some small contribution to schol-
arship by simply recognizing something of value and 
recording it carefu lly. As studies continue, precision 
becomes a matter of competitive interest, documenta-
tion an obsession, coll a tion a habit. Inevitably the 
importance of asking the right questions becomes ob-
vious; subsequently some answers yield to inquiry. 
Adolescents looking at an old ba rn find themselves 
thinking and talking the jargon of the material cul-
ture fi eld worker ; in many instances the Seminar orig-
inates or adapts methodology in order to make its job 
more effici ent. The sense of accomplishment derived 
from doing basic research rather than end of chapter 
exercises is inevitable a nd of permanent value 'to a 
young person who might lea rn to love learning were 
he given the impetus. 
When the weather makes fi eldwork difficult, the 
Seminar mee ts in the classroom to discuss topics such 
as the relationship of building orientation to tradition 
and to geographical features . Students learn the exist-
ence of disciplines which can contribute to the under-
standing of a site: topography, geology, hydrology, 
climatology, p lant and animal ecology, Students and 
faculty check notebooks, evaluate photographs, sketch-
es, and written desc riptions. At first little attempt is 
made to interpret ; recording is the sole task. Rep-
resenta tive observations concerning the site include 
the foll owing : structural details of buildings, orienta-
tion of structures rela tive to each other and to mag-
neti c north , location of dams, quarries, or roadways. 
Perkiomen School 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
The Goschenhoppen Historians 
PRESENTS 
((Living History Seminar)) 
JULY I·AUGUST 15, 1970 
TEENAGE WORKSHOP IN AMERICA'S CULTURAL HERITAGE 
A unique educatumally r#iented activity 
Now in its Sixth Year 
Living History Seminar brochure for 1970. 
By now students are knowledgeable, discussing such 
architectural details as a summer beam, plate beam, 
purl in, gable, si ll , lintel , hiproof, tie beam, S eelen fenster, 
or Dachstuhl. 
Another phase of the Living History Seminar in-
volved the apprenticeship of students, during the Kutz-
town Folk Festival, to genuine craftsmen who still 
practice the 18th and 19th Century craft-skills. Initial-
ly hesitant to confront strangers, many of whom were 
more conversant in Pennsylvania Dutch than in Eng-
lish, students soon warm to teachers and tasks as fas-
cination grows. Many of the contacts thus established 
eventually terminated in mutual friendship and under-
standing between apprentice and master. 
Apprenticeship is not only an opportunity to meet 
and work with people of a unique cultural background, 
but it is invariably a means whereby understanding 
and, above all, respect for the folk and their craft is 
acquired. Students are soon engaged in soapmaking, 
fraktur artistry, quilting, coopering, candle-making, 
printing, pewter-making, and shingle-splitting. Learn-
ing to handle the tools of the craft results in the pro-
duction of some admirable handwork. Discovering 
latent talent provides satisfaction 'to many members 
of the 1969 Seminar. In addition, each young person 
derives from his labors a "feel" for the physical, ma-
terial, even "spiritual" requirements of 18th and 19th 
Century rural life. 
ix weeks of reading or Ii tening to authoriti es would 
have been far less a learning experience than even two 
hours with a traditional craftsman. tudent come to 
realize that the craft and tradition are inseparable, 
that the soap is as much a part of rural Penn ylvania 
tradition as the harve t, that fraktur is the manifes ta-
tion of a deep faith in God. The academic past of 
each student is often elicited a he sees touches of Old 
World history in this "new" world. M any will recon-
ider textbooks with the realization that the knowledge 
of this earth is not as nicely settled upon, agreed to, 
and established as many books might have it. Persi t-
ing in asking critical que tions, student are now 
prepared to find a nswers just as persistently elusive; 
it requires intellectual honesty and courage to admit 
that a given superficially appealing answer may not 
be definitive. Generalizations among the tudents be-
come more and more scarce, opinions more ca refully 
worded, conclusions less hastil y drawn. The " I don' t 
know" answer so ru thlessly a voided in the classroom 
is seen as an admitted necessity as the Seminar at-
tempts to strain the objective truth from a large body 
of "learned" misinformation and tourist lore. Easiness 
soon comes to be viewed with suspicion a nd little is 
taken for granted. 
As the Seminar students come closer and closer to 
the insiders, the folk themselves, the perspective of 
these young people changes so that they are able to 
view the public, now apart from themselves, as a 
large body 6f sometimes interested but often unin-
formed people. Administrative problems regarding folk 
fest ivals, museums, and other public presentations, are 
brought to light; compromises are weighed in view of 
reality and the ideal. Already, students are beginning 
to become quasi-competent observers, not only of folk-
life, but of the problems of presenting authentically 
a culture which is predicated on local a nd regional 
traditions and is thus ill-at-ease when displayed . The 
folk comprise a society with a ncient roots whose food , 
art, and religion are all intertwined, a fact not readily 
apparent from even the best folk festival. 
Much of the six week Seminar was devoted to simply 
immersing the students, as nearly as possible, in the 
everyday life of a typical 18th or 19th Century farm. 
Cooking food in a large "walk-in" fireplace, students 
brewed, baked, and stewed traditional Pennsylvania 
Dutch dishes, actually preparing an entire meal from 
start to finish-from collecting the firewood to eating 
waffies done in irons over the open fire. Mr. and Mrs. 
Philip Gehret provided the kitchen in their 18th Cen-
tury home near Obelisk, Pennsylvania, and supplied 
many of the utensils used in preparing the m eal. 
For many the archaeological dig is a highlight of 
the Living History Seminar. Students often enjoy this 
phase of the program because it is generally their first 
opportunity to participate in this science about which 
they have read so much in school. The dig is con-
ducted at the H enry Antes house, built in 1735, used 
as Washington's headquarters in 1777, now situated 
on 105 acres of Montgomery County farmland. 
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By now students realize the importance of archaeol-
ogy to the understanding of any settlement site. More-
over, there is a phase of the di~ which will appeal to 
most interests: the categorization of unearthed objects 
delights those with a technological bent, while the 
physical exertion of trench digging appeals to would-
be scientists who loath classwork. Always the hope 
for an important find persists, against objective judg-
ment, a lure which provides unceasing motivation. 
I n no other way is the need for carefulness better 
exemplified than when a student makes an interesting 
find which is understood to be useful only because he 
has learned the necessity of accurate documentation. 
The worthlessness (indeed harmfulness ) of careless 
work is understood through the student's personal ex-
periences in error and incompleteness. Since recording 
placement of unearthed materials is essential in ar-
chaeology, measurements in three dimensions are crit-
ical ; students must replace vague notions of "location" 
with a new and precise definition. Soon all students 
come to think of the placement of any archaeological 
item in terms of distances from datum (an arbitrary 
point from which all horizontal measurements are 
made) , and an established north-south baseline. 
As Seminar students discover how little they know 
of what there is to be known, they come to respect a 
good restoration, for example, for the meticulous work 
which it involves- work which is often uncredited, in-
deed unrecognized by even the "cultured" public. Thus 
the means becomes inexorably tied to the result in the 
minds of students who have witnessed something of 
the results of haste and misdirection. 
Now restoration problems are pondered with a view 
to innumerable considera tions including the employing 
of consultants, deciding on the period to which a prop-
erty will be restored, complying with local and state 
laws, and ascertaining the appearance of the original 
structure. Such awareness of the manifold contingencies 
involved in any administrative alternative, is a key les-
son for teenagers who may be apt to view the world 
rather idealistically. 
In a very real sense the old Frederick Antes house 
becomes more than just that; the structure which weeks 
ago would not have turned the head of one of the 
members of the Seminar is now imbued with a viable 
past which fact when full y realized instills a panic in 
these young peole for fear of what even the well-meaning 
populace might do to a nation's history through neglect 
and bulldozer planning. The catastrophic results of a 
little learning seem all the more plausible when the 
Seminar remembers that several weeks ago each of 
them was completely unaware of the discipline of 
folklife studies, indeed of the materials studied. As 
intimate participants in a regional past, they are now 
eminently qualified to appreciate this aspect of Amer-
ican culture. 
Visits to completed restorations and museums give 
students perspective on the work which they previous-
ly had completed. Displays and reconstructions are 
studied at the D aniel Boone Homestead, M ercer Muse-
um, Landis Valley Museum, Morton Homestead, Hope-
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we ll Village, Ephrata Cloisters, Caleb Pusey House, 
Goschenhoppen Museum, and Schwenkfelder Library. 
Wherever possible the students speak with those who 
are directly responsible for the presentation of materials 
in order to learn more about the problems of historic 
site administration. 
A truly rare opportunity to become familiar with 
folklife studies was made possible when Dr. Don Yoder, 
Co-Chairman of the Graduate Department of Folklore 
and Folklife at the University of Pennsylvania, made 
arrangements for the Seminar to attend a graduate ses-
sion instructed by Dr. Warren E. Roberts, a visiting 
professor from the University of Indiana. Students 
learned something of the history of folklife studies 
from its earliest Eu ropean origins. The link between 
oral tradition and the family structure was explored ; 
useful distinctions were drawn between present-day 
culture, with its formal education, relatively limited 
tradition, loosely knit family unit, hired labor, and 
industrially manufactured tools, when compared to a 
true folk culture. 
I t is our hope tha t the students of the 1969 Living 
History Seminar were awakened and enriched through 
a glimpse into one area of their nation's history and 
that they acquired a few of the methods which will 
enable them to pursue not only folklife studies but 
enlightened citizenship. It is our belief that the Sem-
inar has initiated some momentum in the e young 
people which will move them to concern for America's 
material and oral past ; perhaps something has been 
done to encourage, through these students, a new gen-
eration of cultural conservationists who are willing to 
invest time and study in the past-an investment from 
which we will all reap everlasting benefits. Hopefully 
our students are committed to offsetting the erosion 
of our cultural past by combating public unawareness; 
we hope we have instilled a respect for the past among 
those who will soon inherit positions of leadership . 
Through arrangements made by Dr. Yoder students 
were able to avail themselves of the impressive resources 
of the libraries of the University of Pennsylvania, as 
well as the Folklife Seminar Room. It was at the 
University that much of the students' research was 
done. The resources of the Schwenkfelder Library 
at the Perkiomen School in Pennsburg, Pennsylvania, 
which contains indespensable materials not available 
elsewhere, were also used extensively through the in-
terest of the Director, Andrew S. Berky, President of 
the Perkiomen School. 
The purpose of the student papers was to begin-
not to complete-a study of one area of investigation 
which showed prospects of being fruitful and which 
interested the students. In each case a methodology 
was chosen which seemed appropriate. Often inter-
views were made by students of informants to whom 
the students had little or no introduction. The burden 
of establishing a rapport with informants was given to 
students after a minimal amount of classroom prepara-
tion. Material thus gained was recorded in manuscript 
or on tape and used in conjunction with library research. 
DAIRY PRODUCTS: 
Folk-Cultural Questionnaire No. 17 
Folklife scholars are interested in every aspect of 
traditional community culture. This includes, natural-
ly, the study of regional foods and "foodways" - that 
tota l complex of activities and a ttitudcs involving the 
prepara tion, preservation, storage, u se, and funct ion of 
foods in the culture tha t produces them. Attitudes 
toward food s, dietary taboos, dietary schedule ( the 
dail y, weekly, and seasonal schedul e of foods served ), 
the connection of foods with religion (sacred a nd sec-
ular cookery ), mealtimes and table settings, and the 
entire materi al cu ltu re of food preparation (the tools, 
implements, and containers used) a re included. It is 
a vast, a basic, and a universally importan t field 
of research, and one tha t strangely enough has been 
neglec ted by folklorists as well as American historians. 
Among the food complexes of the folk-cultures of 
Europe and America, tha t revolving around milk 
products is one of the most ancien t and constant. 
Dairy products on the Pennsylva nia farm include not 
on ly milk and cream in their natural state, but butter, 
cheese, a nd the va rious sour milk products that we re 
discovered ea rly in man's development as necessities 
if milk was to be prese rved over periods of time. 
Some of these old peasant foods - sour milk, sour 
cream, yogurt, and bonny clabber, for exampl e - were 
old-fashioned for a long time in the 20th Century, 
Feeding the Cows 
in Winter. Illustra-
tion from Gleason's 
Pictori al, Boston, 
February 4,1854. 
but now have been rediscovered as "hea lth" foods for 
city dwellers, and arc very much an "in" part of 
American cui inc at the present time. By means of the 
present questionnaire we hope to coll ect information 
from readers of Pennsylvania Folklife who remember 
the olde r processes and attitude from their childhood 
day as well as from the memories of their older family 
members. 
MILK AND ITS USES 
7. Who milked the cows on the farms with which 
you lcere familiar? Was it true that in some areas 
m en did the milking, in other areas wom en? Was this 
a rigid rule? 
2. W ere cows alwa)'s milked in the stable? W ere 
th ey ever milked in the m eadows or grazing areas? 
Were other animals than milch COlt'S ever kept on 
Pennsylvania farm s for their milk? 
3. D escribe the milking stools, milking benches, 
etc., which were used in j10ur neighborhood? Wh o 
made them? 
4 Where was milk kept in the days before m e-
chanical refrigeration? What t)'Pes of containers was 
milk kept in? I f you remember a springhouse or 
milk-cellar, describe it for us. Wh ere was it located in 
rela tion to th e ot her farm buildings? 
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5 . H ow was milk used at the table and in cooking? 
Was m ilk, or skim milk, a common table drink? H ow 
was milk used as a thickening agent in hot foods, or 
as an addition to cold foods (salads, coleslaw, cucum-
bers)? H ow oft en was bread and milk eaten w hen you 
were a child? H ow was cow's milk used for baby's food 
aft er weaning? 
BUTTER AN D THE CH U RN 
6. Describe the butter-making process as you re-
m ember it. What types of churns were used on Penn-
sylvania fa rms? Can you draw us a picture of the ones 
you rem ember? 
7. Wh en was butter made? W here was it normal-
ly m ade on the farm ? Wh o ( adults, children, m en, 
wom en?) did the churning? 
8. H ow and where was butter kept? Wh at sort 
of containers were used? I f bu tter was m arketed fr om 
the farms you grew up on, w here did it go, i.e., to 
neighb ors, to city m arkets, to local storekeepers? 
9. Wh ere did buttermolds com e fro m ? W ere they 
ever carved by the farm ers them selves? What were the 
designs w hich you rem ember? Was there a purpose 
to the design beyond the purely decorative aspec t? 
10. W hen butter was being made, som etimes it was 
slow to «com e". I n the old days peo ple som etimes 
att ributed this to witchcraft . D o you recall any stories 
about the rituals performed to rid the bu tter of the 
supposed witch's «spell"? D o you recall any of the 
«butter charms" that the butter-maker recited to «help" 
the butter to «com e"? Som e of these begin, «Com e, 
butter, com e . . . " or in Pennsylvania German, «Budder, 
Budder, dick dich .. . " 
CHEESE MAN U FACTU RE 
11 . W hat types of domestic cheeses do you rem em-
ber from your childhood days? Wha t types of cheeses 
were actually made on the farm , w hat types were 
bought at the country store? 
12. H ow common was cheese as a food in your back-
ground? H ow and when was cheese eaten in your fam -
ily - were there, for instance, cooked cheese dish es as 
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T~e (dilk-Maid carrying her 
mtlkm g stool. Illustt'ation 
from Gleason's Pictorial, 
Boston, M ay 27, 1854. 
well as cold cheese? W ere their nationalities in your 
neighborhood w hich depended more on cheese as a 
staple of diet than your own group? 
13. Can you describe the preparation of cheese on 
the fa rm? Where was it made? W here was it kept for 
the curing process? D escribe the making of as many 
of the dom estic cheeses as you can rem em ber, for 
example, co ttage cheese (Schmierkees), stink cheese 
(Sch tinkkees), egg cheese (Sieherkees) . 
14 . Was dom estic cheese ever made in such quant -
ities th at it could be sold to local stores or markets? 
15. Wh o made the cheeses, i.e., was it men's work 
01' wom en's work? 
SO U R MILK P RODUCTS ; BYPRODU CT S 
16. H ow were buttermilk ( a byproduct in the pro-
du ction of butter) and w hey ( a byproduct in the pro-
du ction of cheese) disposed of? 
17. D o you rem ember the dish called «thick m ilk" 
( Pennsylvania German Dicke Millich) or «bonny clab-
ber"? H ow was it made and how was it eaten? 
Since personal and group attitudes to trad itional 
foods a re one of the fo lk life areas which need detailed 
research, please be as specific as possible in answering 
these questions, to give your own personal reactions to 
these basic foods of the Pennsylvania cultu res. Some 
persons, for instance, report overexposure to certain 
of these foods during their growing up days which 
caused them to dislike them as adults, while others 
of us became devoted to some of these homely old-
fashioned foods and have revived their use on our tables. 
Please include also the lore, the customs, and the 
humorous stories and jests about these foods, as for 
example, the widespread jest of the stingy (?) farmer 
who told his sons at the table, "Put the gravy on thick, 
boys, butter's twenty cents a pound". 
Send your replies to: 
D r. D on Y oder 
College Hall Box 36 
University of Pennsylvania 
Philadelp hia, Pennsylvania 19104 
Pennsylvania's one-room country schools are now a th ing of the pa st except among some of our 
"Old Order" sects who insis t on their retention. School photog raphs, ei ther of the whole school lall 
eight grades) or of one of th e " classes," were taken as a souveni r of school days in the late 19th 
and early 20th ' Centuries . The examples reproduced here are from the Editor's Collection . 
School Hous es w ere 
g i ve 1l romantic 
names in the 19th 
Century. This one 
was the " lV arbling 
Run" School near 
H eghzs in Schuyl-
kill County. The 
dat e is February 8, 
1889. Note line-up 
of ITlnch k ettles in 
both windows. 
The T eacher poses w ith his "A Class"-the oldest stu-
dents in "Pleasant View" School, Season of 1907-1908. 
Schoolboys relaxing on the fence. 
This schoo l, from 
Lancaster County, in-
cludes two "plain" 
girls dressed in the 
plain garb of one of 
Pennsylvania's non-
conforming sects. 
T he olhel' pupils are 
dressed in the cTlrrent 
costume. Time: early 
1900's. 
An invitation to become a subscriber to the Society's periodical PENNSYL-
VANIA FOLKLlFE, now in its twenty-first year, published quarterly, in Fall, 
Winter, Spring and Summer. Each issue appears in a colored cover, with 
48 pages or more of text, and is profusely illustrated. Subjects covered in-
clude: architecture, cookery, costume, customs ef the year, folk art and 
antiques, folk dancing, folk medicine, folk literature, folk religion, folk speech, 
home-making lore, recreation, superstitions, traditional farm and craft prac-
tices, transporation lore and numerous others. 
The purpose of the Pennsylvania Folklife Society, a non-profit corporation, is 
three-fold: collecting and displaying the lore of the Dutch Country and 
Pennsylvania; studying and archiving it; and making it avai lable to the public. 
